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IN THE ATTER OF

KINNEY DRUGS , INC.

CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIOK OF

SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 9227. Complaint Ap1-i1 1989-Decision, July , 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things, a pharmaceutical firm from
organizing or entering into any agreement among pharmacy firms to withdraw
from or refuse to enter into a third-party payer prescription drug plan; for ten
years , from stating or communicating to any pharmacy firm the intent to enter
into or refuse to enter into any third-party payer prescription drug plan; and for
eight years , from providing comments or advice to any pharmacist or pharmacy
firm on the desirability or appropriateness of entering into or refusing to enter
into any third-party prescription drug p!an.

Appearances

For the Commission: Karen G. Bokat and Michael D. McNeeley.

For the respondent: Robert J. Leader, Case Leader Gouveneur

DECISIO AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging
the respondent Kinney Drugs , Inc. with a violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, and the respondent

having been served with a copy of that complaint, together with a
notice of the contemplated relief; and

The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by

respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such

complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn this
*Complaint previo:Js y pub:isheri at 111 FTC 327 (1991).
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matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3. 25(c) of its
Rules; and

The Commission having considered the matter and having there-
upon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such

agreement on the public record for a period of (60) days , now in
further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3. 25(f) of
its rules , the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Kinney Drugs , Inc. is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York , with its office and principal place of business

located at 29 Main Street , in the City of Gouverneur, State of New
York.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

For purposes of the order, the following definitions shall apply:

A. K1:nney means Kinney Drugs, Inc. , its directors, officers

agents, employees, divisions , subsidiaries , successors and assigns;
B. Third-party payer means any person or entity that provides a

program or plan pursuant to which such a person or entity agrees to
pay for prescriptions dispensed by pharmacies to individuals described
in such plan or program as eligible for such coverage (" Covered
Persons ), and includes, but is not limited to , health insurance

companies; prepaid hospital , medical , or other health service plans
such as Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans; health maintenance
organizations; preferred provider organizations; prescription service
administrative organizations; and health benefit programs for govern-
ment employees , retirees or dependents;

C. Participation agreement" means any existing or proposed
agreement , oral or written , in which a third-party payer agrees to
reimburse a pharmacy for the dispensing of prescription drugs to
Covered Persons , and the pharmacy agrees to such payment from the
third-party payer for such prescriptions dispensed during the term of
the agreement;
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D. Pharmacy firm means any partnership, sole proprietorship or
corporation, including all of its subsidiaries, affiliates , divisions and
joint ventures , that owns , controls or operates one or more pharma-
cies , including the directors , officers , employees , and agents of such
partnership, sole proprietorship or corporation as well as the directors
officers , employees , and agents of such partnership , sole proprietor-
ship s or corporation s subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions and joint

ventures , but excludes any partnership, sole proprietorship or corpora-
tion , including all of its subsidiaries , affilates , divisions and joint

ventures , which own , are owned by, control or are under common
control with Kinney. The words " subsidiary

, "

affiliate , and "joint
venture " refer to any firm in which there is partial (10% or more) or
total ownership or control between corporations.

II.

It is ordered That Kinney, directly, indirectly, or through any
corporate or other device , in or in connection with its activities in or
affecting commerce , as "commerce " is defined in Section 4 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , shall forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Agreeing or combining, attempting to agree or combine, or

taking any action in furtherance of any agreement or combination

advocating an agreement, or organizing or cooperating with any

pharmacy firm(s) to (1) boycott , refuse to enter into , withdraw from
or not participate in , any participation agreement or (2) threaten to
boycott, threaten to refuse to enter into , threaten to withdraw from
or threaten not to participate in , any participation agreement;

B. For a period of ten (10) years after the date this order becomes
final , stating or communicating in any way to any pharmacy firm the
intention or decision of Kinney with respect to entering into , refusing
to enter into , threatening to refuse to enter into, participating in

threatening to withdraw from , or withdrawing from any existing or
proposed participation agreement into which Kinney and the other
pharmacy firm have entered , could enter or are considering entering;

C. For a period of eight (8) years after the date this order becomes
final, advising any pharmacy firm with respect to entering into
refusing to enter into, participating in, or withdrawing from any

existing or proposed participation agreement into which Kinney and
the other pharmacy firm have entered , could enter or are considering
entering.
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Provided that nothing in this order shall prevent Kinney from:

(1) Exercising rights permitted under the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution to petition any federal or state government
executive agency or legislative body concerning legislation , rules or
procedures , or to participate in any federal or state administrative or
judicial proceeding;

(2) Subcontracting, preparing joint bids, or otherwise jointly
undertaking with pharmacy firms to provide prescription drug

services under a participation agreement if requested to do so in
writing by the third-party payer; or

(3) Communicating to the public truthful , non deceptive statements
concerning any existing or proposed participation agreement.

It is further ordered That Kinney:

A, Provide a copy of this order within thirty (30) days after the date
this order becomes final to each officer , director , employee pharmacist
who is employed in New York state, and each employee whose
responsibilities include recommending or deciding whether to enter
into any participation agreement , and each employee who regularly
attends meetings on Kinney s behalf that include representatives of

other pharmacies; and

B. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order becomes
final , provide each new director and each employee who enters a
position described in paragraph A a copy of the order within ten (10)
days of the date the employee or director assumes the new position,

IV.

It is further ordered That Kinney:

A. File a verified , written report with the Commission within ninety
(90) days after the date this order becomes final, and annually

thereafter for five (5) years on the anniversary of the date this order
becomes final , and at such other times as the Commission may, by
written notice to Kinney, require , setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which it has complied and is complying with this order;

B. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order becomes
final , maintain and make available to Commission staff for inspection
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and copying upon reasonable notice all documents generated by
Kinney or that come into Kinney s possession, custody, or control

regardless of source , that embody, discuss or refer to the decision or
upon which Kinney reJies in deciding whether to enter into any
participation agreement in which Kinney participates , has participat-

, or has considered participating; and
C, Notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any

proposed change in Kinney such as , assignment or sale resulting in
the emergence of a successor corporation or association , change of
name , change of address , dissolution , the creation , sale or dissolution

of a subsidiary, or any other change that may affect compJiance with
this order.

Commissioner Azcuenaga dissenting.
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IN THE MATTER OF

JAMES E. KRAHULEC

COKSENT ORDER, ETG., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE CO IMISSION ACT

Docket 9227. Complaint '" April 1.98.9-Decision, July , 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things , Mr. Krahu!ec from organizing or
entering into any agreement with any pharmacy firms to boycott , withdraw from

or refuse to enter into a third-party payer prescription drug plan; for ten years
from organizing, sponsoring, or attending a meeting of pharmacy firms at which
persons make any statements concerning the pharmacy firm s intent to enter into

or refuse to enter into any third-party payer prescription drug plan; for ten years
from communicating to any pharmacy firm , other than Mr. Krahulec s employer

any information concerning any pharmacy firm s intention to enter into or refuse
to enter into any third-party payer prescription drug plan; and for eight years
from providing comments or advice to any pharmacist or pharmacy firm on the
desirability or appropriateness of entering into or refusing to enter into any third-
party payer prescription drug plan.

Appearances

For the Commission: Karen G. Bokat and Michael D. McNeely.

For the respondent: William J. Guzick, Slcadden, A rps, Slate

Meagher Flam Washington , D.

DF;CISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging
the respondent James E. Krahulec with a violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, and the respondent
having been served with a copy of that complaint , together with a
notice of the contemplated relief; and

The respondent , his attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such

Cor. plaint p:cv:ou.'-dy p' :)lished ut 114 FTC 327 1991)
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complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn this
matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 25(c) of its
Rules; and

The Commission having considered the matter and having there-
upon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such
agreement on the public record for a period of (60) days , now in
further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3. 25(f) of
its rules , the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Krahulec is an individual employed by Rite Aid
Corporation in Rite Aid Corporation s principal offices at Railroad

Ave. and Trindle Road , Shiremantown , Pennsylvania.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

For purposes of the order, the following definitions shall apply:

A. Mr. Krahulec means James E. Krahulec, his agents and
employees;

B. Third-party payer means any person or entity that provides a
program or plan pursuant to which such a person or entity agrees to
pay for prescriptions dispensed by pharmacies to individuals described
in such plan or program as eligible for such coverage (" Covered
Persons ), and includes, but is not limited to , health insurance

companies; prepaid hospital , medical , or other health service plans
such as Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans; health maintenance
organizations; preferred provider organizations; prescription service
administrative organizations; and health benefit programs for govern-
ment employees , retirees or dependents;

C. Participation agreement" means any existing or proposed
agreement, oral or written , in which a third-party payer agrees to
reimburse a pharmacy for the dispensing of prescription drugs to
Covered Persons , and the pharmacy agrees to accept such payment
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from the third-party payer for such prescriptions dispensed during the
term of the agreement;

D. Pharmacy firm means any partnership, sole proprietorship or
corporation , including all of its subsidiaries , affiliates , divisions and
joint ventures , that owns , controls or operates one or more pharma-
cies , including the directors , officers , employees, and agents of such
partnership, sole proprietorship or corporation as well as the directors
officers , employees , and agents of such partnership , sole proprietor-
ship s or corporation s subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions and joint

ventures. The words " subsidiary

, "

affiliate , and "joint venture
refer to any firm in which there is partial (10% or more) or total
ownership or control between corporations.

II.

It is ordered That Mr. Krahulec , directly, indirectly, or through any
device , in or in connection with his activities in or affecting commerce
as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, shall forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Agreeing or combining, attempting to agree or combine, or

taking any action in furtherance of any agreement or combination

advocating an agreement, or organizing or cooperating with any

pharmacy firm(s) to (1) boycott , refuse to enter into , withdraw from
or not participate in , any participation agreement or (2) threaten to
boycott , threaten to refuse to enter into , threaten to withdraw from
or threaten not to participate in , any participation agreement;

B. For a period of ten (10) years after the date this order becomes
final , organizing, sponsoring, facilitating, or attending a formal or
informal meeting of representatives of pharmacy firms that Mr.

Krahulec expects or reasonably should expect wil facilitate communi-
cations , or continuing to conduct a formal or informal meeting of
representatives of pharmacy firms at which two persons make any
statement , concerning one or more firms ' intentions or decisions with
respect to entering into , refusing to enter into , threatening to refuse
to enter into, participating in , threatening to withdraw from, or

withdrawing from any existing or proposed participation agreement;
C. For a period of ten (10) years after the date this order becomes

final , communicating in any way to or soliciting from any pharmacy
firm other than ~r. Krahulec s employer any information concerning

any pharmacy firm s intention or decision with respect to entering
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into , threatening to refuse to enter into, refusing to enter into

participating in , threatening to withdraw from , or withdrawing from
any existing or proposed participation agreement; and

D. For a period of eight (8) years after the date this order becomes
final , advising any pharmacist not employed by Mr. Krahulec
employer or any pharmacy firm other than Mr. Krahulec s employer
with respect to entering into , refusing to enter into , participating in
or withdrawing from any existing or proposed participation agree-
ment into which Mr. Krahulec s employer and the other pharmacy
firm have entered , could enter or are considering entering.

Provided that nothing in this order shall prevent Mr. Krahulec
from:

(1) Exercising rights permitted under the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution to petition any federal or state government
executive agency or legislative body concerning legislation , rules or
procedures , or to participate in any federal or state administrative or
judicial proceeding; or

(2) Communicating to the public truthful , nondeceptive statements
concerning any existing or proposed participation agreement.

It is further ordered That Mr. Krahulec:

A. Shall file a verified , written report with the Commission within
ninety (90) days after the date this order becomes final , and annually
thereafter for five (5) years on the anniversary of the date this order
becomes final , and at such other times as the Commission may, by
written notice to Mr. Krahulec, require , setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which he has complied and is complying with this
order;

B. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order hecomes
final , maintain and make available to Commission staff for inspection
and copying upon reasonable notice , records adequate to describe in
detail any action taken in connection with the activities covered by
Part II of the order , including, but not limited to , all documents
generated by Mr. Krahulec or that come into his possession , custody,
or control regardless of source , that embody, discuss or refer to the
terms or conditions of any participation agreement; and

C. Notify the Commission within thirty (30) days of any change in
Mr. Krahulec s employer or of any other change that may affect
compliance with the order.

Commissioner Azcuenaga dissenting.
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IN THE ~A TTER OF

ZIPATONE, INC. , ET AL.

COKSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COM)nSSION ACT

Docket 3336. Complnint, July g, 1991-Decis1:on, July , 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things , a Hilside , Ill. , based manufacturer
of artists ' materials from representing that any product containing a Class I
ozone-depleting substance will not damage the environment, and from making
any unsubstantiated claims that any product containing an ozone-depleting

substance offers environmental benefits.

Appearances

For the Commission: Michael Dershowitz.

For the respondents: Ben)amin E.
Inc. Hillside, IL.

Beale, Jr. , officer of Zipatone

CQ).!PLAI;-T

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Zipatone , Inc. , a corporation , and Benjamin E. Beale Jr. , individually
and as an officer of said corporation , hereinafter sometimes referred
to as respondents , have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would he in the public interest
alleges:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Zipatone , Inc. is an Ilinois corporation
with its office and principal place of business located at 150 Fencl
Lane , Hillside , Ilinois.

Respondent Benjamin E. Beale Jr. is an officer of the corporate
respondent named herein. He formulates , directs , and controls the

acts and practices of the corporate respondent. His address is the

same as that of the corporation.
PAR. 2. Respondents have advertised, offered for sale , sold and

distributed certain spray products to the public , including Zipatone

Spray Cement, a product which contains the chemical 1 , I -
Trichloroethane.
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PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce.

PAR. 4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be

disseminated advertisements for Zipatone Spray Cement. Typical

examples of respondents ' advertisements and product labeling, but
not necessarily all inclusive thereof, are attached hereto as Exhibits A
and B.

The aforesaid advertising (Exhibit A) includes the following
statement:

Zipatone s time saving spray products use only ecologica!!y safe propellants. You get
the job done quickly without damaging the environment."

The aforesaid product labeling (Exhibit B) includes the following
statement:

ECOLOGICALLY- SAFE PROPELLA:\'

PAR. 5. Through the use of statements referred to in paragraph four
in its advertising and product labeling, respondents have represented
directly or by implication that:

1. Zipatone Spray Cement contains no ingredients that are
damaging to the environment.

2. Use of Zipatone Spray Cement will not have a detrimental effect
on the earth' s ecology.

PAIL 6. In truth and in fact , Zipatone Spray Cement contains a
harmful ozone depleting chemical , 1 1 - Trichloroethane , which will
cause damage to the environment and the earth' s ecology by
contributing to the depletion of the carth' s ozone layer. Therefore , the

representations set forth in paragraph five were , and are , false and
mislcading.

PAR. 7. Through the statements and representations referred to in
paragraphs four and five , respondents have represented , directly or by
implication, that at the time they made such representations
respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis for such
representations.

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact, at the time respondents made such
representations, respondents did not possess and rely upon a
reasonable basis for such representations. Therefore , the representa-
tions set forth in paragraph seven were , and are , false and misleading.
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PAR. 9. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or

affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of respondents Zipatone , Inc. , a corporation
and Benjamin E. Beale , Jr" individually and as an officer of said
corporation, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter
with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer

Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration
and which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents
with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by
the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such

complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the
following order:

1. Respondent Zipatone, Inc. is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Ilinois. Zipatone , Inc. has its offces and principal place of business at
150 Fencl Lane, Hillside , Ilinois.

2. Respondent Benjamin E. Beale , Jr. is an officer of said
corporation. He formulates directs , and controls the acts and practices
of said corporation , and his address is the same as that of Zipatone
Inc.

3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
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OnDER

DEFINITONS

For purposes of the order, the following definitions shall apply:

Competent and reliable scientific evidence means such tests
analyses , research , studies , or other scientific evidence conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using
procedures generally accepted by others in the profession to yield
accurate and reliable results.

Class ozone depleting substance means a substance that harms
the environment by destroying ozone in the upper atmosphere and is
listed as such in Title 6 of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
Pub. L. No. 101- 549 , and any other substance which may in the future
be added to the list pursuant to Title 6 of the Act. Class I substances
currently include chlorofluorocarbons, halons , carbon tetrachloride
and 1 1 - Trichloroethane.

Class 11 ozone depleting substance means a substance that harms
the environment by destroying ozone in the upper atmosphere and is
listed as such in Title 6 of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
Pub. L. No. 101- 549 , and any other substance which may in the future
be added to the list pursuant to Title 6 of the Act. Class II substances
currently include hydrochlorofluorocarbons.

It is ordered That respondents Zipatone , Inc. (hereinafter " Zipa-

tone ), a corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , and
Benjamin E. Beale , Jr. , individually as an officer of said corporation
and respondents ' representatives , agents , and employees , directly or
through any corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in

connection with the advertising, labeling, offering for sale , sale , or

distribution of any product , in or affecting commerce , as "commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease
and desist from representing, directly or by implication, by words

depictions , or symbols that any product containing any Class I ozone
depleting substance , will not damage the environment, or is ecologi-
cally safe , or through the use of any substantially similar term or
expression , including but not limited to "ozone friendly" or "ozone

safe " that any such product will not damage the environment , or that
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any such product is ecologically safe , or that any such product wil not
deplete , destroy, or otherwise adversely affect ozone in the upper
atmosphere,

II.

It is further ordered That respondents Zipatone , a corporation , its
successors and assigns , and its officers , and Benjamin E. Beale , Jr.
individually as an officer of said corporation, and respondents

representatives, agents, and employees , directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the advertising, labeling, offering for sale , sale , or distribution of any
product , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from
representing, directly or by implication, by words, depictions or

symbols, that any product containing any Class I ozone depleting
substance or any Class II ozone depleting substance , or any other

ozone depleting substance , offers any environmental benefits , includ-
ing but not limited to any environmental benefit claims concerning the
ecology, atmosphere, upper atmosphere, stratosphere or the ozone
layer, unless at the time of making such representation , respondents
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis , consisting of competent and
reliable scientific evidence that substantiates such representation,

III.

It is further ordered That for three years from the date that the
representations to which they pertain are last disseminated , respon-
dents shall maintain and upon request make available to the Federal
Trade Commission for inspection and copying:

1. All materials that respondents relied upon in disseminating any
representation covered by this order.

2, All tests , reports , studies or surveys in respondents ' possession or
control or of which they have knowledge that contradict any
representation of respondents covered by this order.

IV.

It is further ordered That respondents shall distribute a copy of
this order to each of its operating divisions and to each of its officers
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agents , representatives , or employees engaged in the preparation and
placement of advertisements , promotional materials , product labels or
other such sales materials covered by this order.

It is further ordered That respondents shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
corporation such as a dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations under this order.

VI.

It is further ordered That the individual respondent named herein
shall promptly notify the Commission in the event of the discontin-
uance of his present business or employment and of each affiliation
with a new business or employment. In addition , for a period of five
(5) years from the date of service of this order, the respondent shall
promptly notify the Commission of each affiliation with a new
business or employment whose activities include the sale , distribution
and/or manufacturing of any cleaning or adhesive products or of his
affiliation with a new business or employment in which his own duties
and responsibilities involve the sale , distribution and/or manufactur-
ing of any cleaning or adhesive products. Such notice shall include the
respondent's new business address and a statement of the nature of
the business or employment in which the respondent is newly engaged
as well as a description of respondent's duties and responsibilities in
connection with the business or employment. The expiration of the
notice provision of this paragraph shall not affect any other obligation
arising under this order.

VII.

It is further ordered That respondents shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this order upon them , and at such other times as the
Commission may require, file with the Commission a report, in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they
have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

ALLEGHANY CORPORATION

CONSE;.T ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3335. Complaint, July 1991-Decision, July , 1991

This consent order requires , among other things , Alleghany Corporation to divest
within twelve months of this order, all rights and interest in either its own title
plants and back plants or those of Westwood Equities Corporation, to a

Commission-approved acquireI'.

Appearances

For the Commission: Ann B. Malester.

For the respondent:

Washington , D.

John C. Christie, Jr. , Belt, Boyd Lloyd

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission (" Commission ), having reason to believe that
respondent Alleghany Corporation ("Alleghany ), a corporation sub-
ject to the jurisdiction of the Commission , through one of its
subsidiaries, has entered into an agreement that constitutes a
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as

amended , (15 L. C. 45); and that such acquisition , if consummated
would constitute a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
amended , (15 U. C. 18); and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint, pursuant to Section 11 of the Clayton Act
(15 U. C. 21) and Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act

(15 U. C. 45(b)), stating its charges as follows:

I. DEFINITIONS

1. For

apply:
the purposes of this complaint, the following definitions
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a. Alleghany means Alleghany Corporation , its directors , offi-

cers , employees and representatives , its successors and assigns , and
its subsidiaries , divisions , groups and affiliates controlled by Allegha-
ny, their respective directors , officers , employees and representatives
and their respective successors and assigns.

b. Title plant" means a privately owned set of records regarding
the ownership of and interests in real property that is maintained by
obtaining information from the public records on a daily or regular
basis, and is indexed , posted or otherwise organized to update data
regarding specific land parcels.

c. Back plant" means a privately owned set of records regarding
the ownership of and interests in real property that is no longer being
updated on a daily or regular basis.

d. Title plant information means information contained in or
obtained from a title plant.

e. Back plant information means information contained in or
obtained from a back plant.

II. ALLIOGHANY CORPORATION

2. Alleghany is a corporation organized , existing and doing business
under and by virtue of the laws of Delaware , with its principle office

at Park Avenue Plaza , Xew York , New York.
3. Alleghany is the sole owner of Chicago Title & Trust Company,

which is the sole owner of Chicago Title Insurance Company
Chicago Title
4. Alleghany is, and at all times relevant herein has been, a

corporation whose business is in or affecting commerce as "com-

merce " is defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
as amended, (15 U. C. 44).

III. THE ACQUISITION

5. On November 29 , 1990 , Chicago Title & Trust Company and
Westwood Equities Corporation ("WEC" ), a wholly owned subsidiary
of ew TC Holding Corporation , entered into an Acquisition Agree-
ment by which Alleghany agreed to purchase most of the title
insurance-related assets of WEC , ineluding Ticor Title Insurance

Company of California.

IV. TRADE AND COM IERCE

6. The relevant sections of the country are Imperial County,
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California; Orange County, California; Riverside County, California;
San Bernardino County, California; San Luis Obispo County, Califor-
nia; Santa Barbara County, California; Tulare County, California;
Cook County, Ilinois; Du Page County, Ilinois; Lake County, Ilinois;
Wil County, Ilinois; Johnson County, Indiana; Lake County, Indiana;
Marion County, Indiana; Porter County, Indiana; Davidson County,

Tennessee; Benton County, Washington; and Franklin County, Wash-
ington.

7. The relevant lines of commerce are the production and/or sale of
title plant information and the production and/or sale of back plant
information.

8. There are no reasonable substitutes for access to title plant
information in Imperial County, California; Du Page County, Ilinois;
Lake County, Ilinois; Will County, Ilinois; Johnson County, Indiana;
Lake County, Indiana; Porter County, Indiana; Benton County,
Washington; and Franklin County, Washington.

9. There are no reasonable substitutes for access to back plant
information in Orange County, California; Riverside County, Califor-
nia; San Bernardino County, California; San Luis Obispo County,

California; Santa Barbara County, California; Tulare County, Califor-
nia; Cook County, Ilinois; ~arion County, Indiana; and Davidson
County, Tennessee.

10. There are substantial barriers to entry into the creation of title
plants in Imperial County, California; Du Page County, Ilinois; Lake
County, Ilinois; Will County, Ilinois; Johnson County, Indiana; Lake
County, Indiana; Porter County, Indiana; Benton County, Washing-
ton; and Franklin County, Washington.

I I. There are substantial barriers to entry into the creation of back
plants in Orange County, California; Riverside County, California; San
Bernardino County, California; San Luis Obispo County, California;
Santa Barbara County, California; Tulare County, California; Cook
County, Ilinois; Marion County, Indiana; and Davidson County,
Tennessee.

12. Through their respective ownership interests , Chicago Title and
WEC are significant competitors in the production and/or sale of title
plant information in Imperial County, California; Du Page County,
Illinois; Lake County, Ilinois; Will County, Ilinois; Johnson County,
Indiana; Lake County, Indiana; Porter County, Indiana; Benton
County, Washington; and Franklin County, Washington. The market
for title plant information in each of these counties is highly
concentrated.
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13. Through their respective ownership interests , Chicago Title and
WEC are significant competitors in the production and/or sale of back
plant information in Orange County, California; Riverside County,
California; San Bernardino County, California; San Luis Obispo
County, California; Santa Barbara County, California; Tulare County,
California; Cook County, Ilinois; Marion County, Indiana; and
Davidson County, Tennessee. The market for back plant information
in each of these counties is highly concentrated.

v. EFFECTS

14. The effects of the acquisition may be substantially to lessen
competition or tend to create a monopoly in the relevant lines of
commerce in the following ways , among others:

(a) It wil eliminate substantial actual competition between Chicago
Title and WEC in the production and/or sale of title plant information
in Imperial County, California; Du Page County, Ilinois; Lake County,
Ilinois; Wil County, Ilinois; Johnson County, Indiana; Lake County,
Indiana; Porter County, Indiana; Benton County, Washington; and
Franklin County, Washington;

(b) It will eliminate substantial actual competition between Chicago
Title and WEC in the production and/or sale of back plant information
in Orange County, California; Riverside County, California; San
Bernardino County, California; San Luis Obispo County, California;
Santa Barbara County, California; Tulare County, California; Cook
County, Ilinois; Marion County, Indiana; and Davidson County,
Tennessee; and

(c) It will deny customers of title plant information or back plant
information the benefits of free and open competition in Imperial

County, California; Orange County, California; Riverside County,
California; San Bernardino County, California; San Luis Obispo

County, California; Santa Barbara County, California; Tulare County,
California; Cook County, Ilinois; Du Page County, Ilinois; Lake
County, Ilinois; Will County, Ilinois; Johnson County, Indiana; Lake
County, Indiana; Marion County, Indiana; Porter County, Indiana;
Davidson County, Tennessee; Benton County, Washington; and
Franklin County, Washington.

VI. VIOLATIONS CHARGED

15. The acquisition agreement described in paragraph 5 constitutes
a violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
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amended , (15 U. C. 45), and the proposed acquisition , if consummat-
, would constitute a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as

amended, (15 U. C. 18) and Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended , (15 U. C. 45).

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof relating to the acquisition of certain stock or voting securities

of Westwood Equities Corporation, and respondent having been
furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the

Bureau of Competition proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would charge
respondent with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
the Clayton Act; and

The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settement purposes only and does not constitute
an admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Acts, and that a complaint should issue stating
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the
comment filed thereafter by an interested person pursuant to Section
34 of its Rules, now in further conformity with the procedure

prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters
the following order:

1. Alleghany Corporation is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Delaware , with its principal office at Park Avenue Plaza , Kew York
New York.

2. Chicago Title and Trust Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of
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Alleghany, is a corporation organized , existing and doing business

under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ilinois , with its
principal office at III West Washington Street, Chicago, Ilinois.

3. Westwood Equities Corporation

, ("

Westwood" ), a subsidiary of
New TC Holding Corporation , is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

California , with its principal office at 6300 Wilshire Boulevard , Los

Angeles, California.
4. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is

in the public interest.

ORDER

It is hereby ordered That
definitions shall apply:

A. A lleghany means Alleghany Corporation, its directors , offi-

cers , employees and representatives , its successors and assigns , and
its subsidiaries , divisions , groups and affiliates controlled by Allegha-
ny, their respective directors , officers , employees and representatives

and their respective successors and assigns.
B. Chicago Title and Trust" means Chicago Title and Trust

Company, its directors, officers , employees and representatives, its

successors and assigns, and its subsidiaries , divisions, groups and

affiliates controlled by Chicago Title and Trust, their respective
directors , officers , employees and representatives , and their respective
successors and assigns.

C. New TC" means New TC Holding Corporation , its directors

officers , employees and representatives , its successors and assigns
and its subsidiaries , divisions , groups and affiliates controlled by New

, their respective directors , officers , employees and representatives

and their respective successors and assigns.
D. Title plant" means a privately owned set of records regarding

the ownership of and interests in real property that is maintained by
obtaining information from the public records on a daily or regular
basis , and is indexed , posted or otherwise organized to update data
regarding specific land parcels.

E. Back plant" means a privately owned set of records regarding

as used in this order the following
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the ownership of and interests in real property that is no longer being
updated on a daily or regular basis.

F. Remaining Properties means all of the rights, title and

interest in the properties required to be divested in paragraphs IIA
and lIB that have not yet been divested by Alleghany.

II.

It is further ordered That within twelve months from the date this
order becomes final Alleghany shall divest or shall cause to 

divested , absolutely and in good faith, all of its rights , title and

interest in the properties described in paragraphs IIA and lIB.
Divestiture shall be made only to a buyer or buyers that receive the
prior approval of the Commission , and only in a manner that receives
the prior approval of the Commission. The purpose of the divestiture is
to ensure the continuation of the assets as ongoing, viable title plants
and back plants engaged in the production and/or sale of title plant
information, and to remedy the lessening of competition resulting
from the acquisition as alleged in the Commission s complaint in this
matter.

A. For each of the following counties , at the option of Alleghany,
either New TC' s title plant or Alleghany s title plant serving such
county: Imperial County, California; Du Page County, Ilinois; Lake
County, Ilinois; Will County, Ilinois; Johnson County, Indiana; Lake
County, Indiana; Porter County, Indiana; Benton County, Washing-
ton; and Franklin County, Washington. All user or access agreements
pertaining to each divested title plant shall also be divested. At the
buyer s option at the time of purchase, and at a commercially
reasonable price , Alleghany shall continue to provide computer and
other services provided for each divested plant by either New TC or
Alleghany, for a period of up to three years from the date such title
plant is divested and shall assist the buyer in transferring the
computer and other services to any other provider of such services.

B. For each of the following counties , at the option of Alleghany,
either New TC's back plant or Alleghany s back plant serving such

county: Orange County, California; Riverside County, California; San
Bernardino County, California; San Luis Obispo County, California;
Santa Barbara County, California; Tulare County, California; Cook
County, Ilinois; Marion County, Indiana; and Davidson County,
Tennessee. All user or access agreements pertaining to each divested
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back plant shall also be divested. At the buyer s option at the time of
purchase, and at a commercially reasonable price , Alleghany shall
continue to provide services provided for each divested back plant by
either New TC or Alleghany, for a period of up to three years from the
date such back plant is divested and shall assist the buyer in
transferring the services to any other provider of such services.

It is further ordered That:

A. If Alleghany has not divested all of its rights , title and interest in
the properties required to be divested in paragraphs IIA and lIB
within the twelve month period, Alleghany shall consent to the

appointment by the Commission of a trustee to divest all of the
Remaining Properties. In the event the Commission or the Attorney
General brings an action pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, 15 U. C. 45 (I), or any other statute enforced by the
Commission , Alleghany shall consent to the appointment of a trustee
in such action. ='either the appointment of a trustee nor a decision not
to appoint a trustee under this paragraph shall preclude the

Commission or the Attorney General from seeking civil penalties or
any other relief available to it, including a court-appointed trustee
pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , or any
other statute enforced by the Commission, for any failure by

Alleghany to comply with this order.
B. If a trustee is appointed by the Commission or a court pursuant

to paragraph IlA of the order, Alleghany shall consent to the

following terms and conditions regarding the trustee s powers

authorities , duties and responsibilities:

1. The Commission shall select the trustee , subject to Alleghany
consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. The

trustee shall be a person with experience and expertise in acquisitions
and divestitures.

2. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission , the trustee shall

have the exclusive power and authority to divest the Remaining

Properties.
3. The trustee shall have twelve months from the date of

appointment to accomplish the divestiture of the Remaining Proper-
ties.
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4. If at the end of the trustee s twelve month period the trustee has
submitted a plan of divestiture or believes that divestiture can be
achieved within a reasonable time , the divestiture period may be
extended by the Commission or by the court for a court-appointed
trustee.

5. The trustee shall have full and complete access to the personnel
books , records , and facilities relating to the Remaining Properties , or
any other information, as the trustee may reasonably request.
Alleghany shall develop such financial or other information relevant to
the Remaining Properties as the trustee may reasonably request.
Alleghany shall cooperate with the trustee and shall take no action to
interfere with or impede the trustee s accomplishment of the

divestitures. Any delays in divestiture caused by Alleghany shall
extend the time for divestiture under this paragraph in an amount
equal to the delay, as determined by the Commission or by the court
for a court-appointed trustee.

6. Subject to Alleghany s absolute and unconditional obligation to
divest at no minimum price and the purposes of the divestitures as
stated in paragraph II of this order , the trustee shall use his or her
best efforts to negotiate the most favorable price and terms available
with each acquiring entity for the divestiture of the Remaining
Properties. The divestitures shall be made in the manner set out in
paragraph II; provided, however that if the trustee receives bona fide

offers from more than one acquiring entity or entities , and if the
Commission determines to approve more than one such acquiring
entity, the trustee shall divest to the acquiring entity or entities
selected by Alleghany from among those approved by the Commis-
SIOn.

7. The trustee shall serve , without bond or other security, at the cost
and expense of Alleghany on such reasonable and customary terms
and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The trustee shall
have authority to employ, at the cost and expense of Alleghany, such
consultants , accountants , attorneys, investment bankers , business
brokers , appraisers , and other representatives and assistants as are
reasonably necessary to carry out the trustee s duties and responsibil-
ties. The trustee shall account for all monies derived from the
divestitures and all expenses incurred. After approval by the Commis-
sion and , in the case of a court- appointed trustee , by the court, of the
account of the trustee, including fees for his or her services , all

remaining monies shall be paid at the direction of Alleghany and the
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trustee s power shall be terminated. The trustee s compensation shall

be based at least in significant part on a commission arrangement
(percentage of price) that is contingent on the trustee divesting the
Remaining Properties.

8. Alleghany shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee
harmless against any losses , claims , damages , or liabilities arising in
any manner out of, or in connection with , the trustee s duties under

this order, except for cases of misfeasance , wilful or wanton acts , or

bad faith.
9. Within thirty days after appointment of the trustee , Alleghany

shall , subject to the prior approval of the Commission and , in the case
of a court-appointed trustee, of the court, and consistent with
provisions of this order , execute a trust agreement that transfers to
the trustee all rights and powers necessary to permit the trustee to
effect the divestitures required by this order.

10. If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, the
Commission may, on its own or by the request of Alleghany, appoint a
substitute trustee in the same manner as provided in paragraph IlA
of this order.

11. The Commission and , in the case of a court-appointed trustee
the court may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee
issue such additional orders or directions as may be necessary or

appropriate to accomplish the divestitures required by this order.
12. The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or

maintain the Remaining Properties.
13. The trustee shall report in writing to Alleghany and to the

Commission every sixty days concerning the trustee s efforts to

accomplish the divestitures.

IV.

It is JUTtheT oTdeTed That Alleghany shall not cause or permit the
wasting or deterioration of the assets and operations to be divested in
accordance with paragraphs IIA and lIB of this order in any manner
that impairs the marketability of such assets and operations or
impairs in any manner the viability of the assets and operations as
going concerns engaged in the production and/or sale of title plant or
back plant information. In this regard:

A. Alleghany shall maintain the title plants and back plants listed in
paragraphs lIA and lIB to the extent and in the manner maintained
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by New TC and Alleghany prior to this acquisition , including but not
limited to updating the records contained in the title plants on a daily
or regular basis such that the title plants are as current as possible at
all times.

B. Alleghany shall maintain in good faith all contraets for access to
Kew TC' s title plants and back plants and to Alleghany s title plants
and back plants listed in paragraphs IIA and lIB subject to the terms
conditions and stipulations of those contracts , and will refrain from
taking any action toward terminating those contracts other than that
which would be commercially reasonable to New TC and Alleghany
under the terms of those agreements.

C. For each county listed in paragraph IIA , Alleghany shall , at the
option of the accessors , automatically continue to maintain in good
faith on identical terms , conditions and stipulations all contracts for
access to New TC' s title plant and all contracts for access to
Alleghany s title plant in such county that expire by their terms prior
to divestiture of either New TC' s or Alleghany s title plant for a period
lasting until the closing date upon which such divestiture is completed
at which time Alleghany s obligations under such contracts shall
cease.

D. For each county listed in paragraph lIB , Alleghany shall , at the
option of the accessors , automatically continue to maintain in good
faith on identical terms , conditions and stipulations all contracts for
access to New TC' s back plant and all contracts for access to
Alleghany s back plant in such county that expire by their terms prior
to divestiture of either Kew TC' s or Alleghany s back plant for a
period lasting until the closing date upon which such divestiture is
completed , at which time Alleghany s obligations under such contracts
shall cease.

It is further ordered That for a period of ten years from the date
this order becomes final , Alleghany shall not acquire , directly or
indirectly, any stock , share capital , equity interest , or assets in First
American Title Insurance Company, Lawyers Title Insurance Corpo-
ration , Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Commonwealth Land Title
Insurance Company, Title Insurance Company of Minnesota , TRW
Inc. or any of their successors or assigns , or in any concern , corporate
or non-corporate , that has any direct or indirect ownership interest in
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a title plant that services any county listed in paragraph IIA or in a
back plant that services any county listed in paragraph lIB , or acquire
from any concern , corporate or non-corporate , any assets (other than

in the ordinary course of business) of, or ownership interest in, an

existing title plant that services any county listed in paragraph IIA or
a back plant that services any county listed in paragraph lIB , without
the prior approval of the Federal Trade Commission.

VI.

It is further ordered That for a period of ten years from the date
this order becomes final , Alleghany shall not, directly or indirectly,
acquire any stock , share capital , or equity interest in any concern
corporate or non-corporate , that in turn has any direct or indirect

ownership interest in a title plant or back plant servicing any
geographic area for which Alleghany at that time has any direct or
indirect ownership interest in a title plant or back plant servicing the
same area , or acquire from any concern , corporate or non-corporate
any assets (other than in the ordinary course of business) of, or

ownership interest in , any existing title plant or back plant servicing
any geographic area for which Alleghany at that time has any direct
or indirect ownership interest in a title plant or back plant servicing
the same area , without providing advance written notification to the
Federal Trade Commission. Said notification shall be given on the
Notification and Report Form set forth in the Appendix to Part 803 of
Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as amended (hereinafter
referred to as " the Notification ), except that for purposes of the

Notification , Chicago Title and Trust , with the addition of any other
subsidiary, division , group and affiliate of Alleghany engaged in , or

having an interest in any other entity engaged in , the production and
sale of title plant information or back plant information, shall be
considered the ultimate parent entity as that term is defined in 16

CFR 80I.(a)(3). Alleghany shall provide to the Federal Trade
Commission , at least thirty days prior to acquiring any such interest

(hereinafter referred to as the "first waiting period" ), both the

Notification and supplemental information either in Alleghany

possession or reasonably available to Alleghany. Such supplemental
information shall include a copy of the proposed acquisition agree-
ment; the names of the principal representatives of Alleghany and of
the firm Alleghany desires to acquire who negotiated the acquisition
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agreement; any management or strategic plans discussing the
proposed acquisition; and all documents relating to competition for the
provision of title plant or back plant services in that particular county.
, within the first waiting period, representatives of the Federal

Trade Commission make a written request for additional information
Alleghany shall not consummate the acquisition until twenty days
after submittng such additional information. Early termination of the
waiting periods in this paragraph may be requested and, where
appropriate , granted in the same manner as is applicable under the
requirements and provisions of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust
Improvements Act of 1976 (15 U. C. I8A).

VII.

It is further ordered That acquisitions resulting in an interest of
not more than 3% of the outstanding voting securities of publicly
traded companies , solely for the purpose of investment , are not subject
to paragraphs V and VI of this order; acquisitions of voting securities
of a publicly traded company shall not be subject to paragraphs V and
VI of this order solely by reason of the ownership, directly or
indirectly, by such publicly traded company of less than 5% of the
outstanding voting securities of one of the companies named in
paragraph V.

VII

It is further ordered That:

A. Within sixty days after the order becomes final , and every sixty
days thereafter until Alleghany has fully complied with paragraphs II
II and IV of this order , Alleghany shall file with the Commission a
verified written report setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it intends to comply, is complying, or has complied with this
order. Such compliance reports shall include , in addition to any other
information that the staff of the Federal Trade Commission may
reasonably request , a full description of all contacts and negotiations
with potential acquirers of the title plants and back plants to be
divested under this order , the identity and address of all such potential
acquirers , copies of all written communications to and from such
potential acquirers , and all internal memoranda , reports and recom-
mendations concerning divestiture.
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B. On or before September 21 , 1991 , and annually for the next ten
years , Alleghany shall submit to the Commission a verified written
report setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it intends
to comply, is complying, or has complied with this order.

IX.

It is further ordered That, for the purposes of determining or
securing compliance with this order, and subject to any legally
recognized privilege , upon written request and on reasonable notice to
Alleghany made to its principal office , Alleghany shall permit any duly
authorized representatives of the Federal Trade Commission:

A. Access , during office hours and in the presence of counsel , to
inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence

memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or

under the control of Alleghany relating to any matters contained in

this order; and

B. Upon five days notice to Alleghany and without restraint or
interference from Alleghany, to interview officers or employees of
Alleghany, who may have counsel present, regarding such matters.

It isf1,rther ordered That Alleghany shall notify the Commission at
least thirty days prior to any proposed change in Alleghany such as
dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation , the creation , dissolution or sale of subsidiaries
or any other change in Alleghany that may affect compliance
obligations arising out of this order.
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

TELELINE, INC.

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIOK OF

SEC, 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIO"I ACT

Docket C-3337. Complaint, July 2.4, 1991-Decision, July 24, 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things, a California corporation , that

markets " 900" number information services to children , from making misrepre-
sentations regarding free gifts or the number of calls required to receive a
premium; requires a clear statement, or preamble, at the beginning of each
children s message giving the child a chance to hang up without charge; and

requires the company to provide a means for parents to prevent, or not be
charged for , unauthorized calls by their children.

Appearances

For the Commission: Toby M. Levin and Joel Winston,

For the respondent:
Chicago, IL.

Stephen Durchslag, Winston Strawn

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that

Teleline , Inc" a corporation , has violated the provisions of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
alleges:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Teleline , Inc, is a California corporation
with its office and principal place of business located at 9777 Wilshire
Boulevard , Suite 9 I 8 , Beverly Hills, California,

PAR. 2. Respondent has advertised , offered for sale and has sold

information services to consumers , including children. Accessed by the
telephone through a "900" number exchange , respondent' s informa-
tion services for children have consisted of recorded stories or games
featuring animated or fictional characters (such as Freddy Pumpkin
and the Easter Bunny) along with recorded promotional messages.
Advertisements designed to induce consumers to purchase these

services have been broadcast on television across state lines.
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PAR. 3. As alleged in this complaint, the acts and practices of the
respondent have been in or affecting commerce , as "commerce , is

defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Respondent has disseminated, or has caused to be

disseminated , advertisements and telephone messages for various
information services for children. Typical of respondent' s advertise-

ments , but not necessarily all- inclusive thereof, are the advertisements
attached hereto as Exhibits A through C. Specifically, the aforesaid
advertisements contain the following statements or depictions:

1. "Plus I' l! tel! you how you can get these monstrous creatures Free with the cost
of your 2-minute, $2.45 calL" (Audio, Complaint Exhibit B)

2. "And , remember , it's $2. 45 for a two-minute message!" (Audio, Complaint

Exhihil AI

3. "Call us at 1- 900- 909- 1122 , we !! tell you how to get these super gifts.
also tell you how to get an action figure or this colorful poster. " (Audio , Complaint

Exhibit C)

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements and depictions contained
in the attached advertisements , and in others not specifically set forth
herein , respondent has represented, directly or by implication , that:

1. The total cost for hearing one complete information service

recorded message is two dollars and forty-five cents ($2.45);
2. Children who complete a call to respondent' s information service

wil readily and easily obtain the premium(s) specified in the
advertisement;

3. Callers will receive the premium(s) specified in the advertisement
by making a single call to respondent' s information service.

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:

1. In many cases the total cost for hearing one complete information
service recorded message exceeds two dollars and forty-five cents
($2.45). Respondent charges $2 for the first minute and S .45 for each
additional minute for its recorded message. Because respondent'

entire message announcement often exceeds two minutes in duration
and the point at which the caller enters the message does not coincide

with the beginning of the story, consumers who listen to the entire
recorded message wil be charged a minimum amount of $2.90 for
each call.

2. Children who complete a call to respondent' s information service
will not readily and easily obtain the premium(s) specified in the
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advertisement because the child must: (I) complete one or more calls
to the information service; (2) record an address , given during the
course of the recorded message announcement, to which a request
must be sent to obtain the item; (3) obtain a copy of the telephone bil
which contains the call(s) to the information service; (4) circle the
appropriate call(s) on the bil; (5) write his or her name , address , and
age on the bill or elsewhere as specified in the recorded message; and
(6) send a copy of the bill to the respondent at the proper address, This
ordering information is given in a rapid and difficult to follow manner
during the course of the recorded message,

3. In many cases callers wil not receive the premium(s) specified in
the advertisement by making a single call to respondent' s information
servIce.

Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph five were , and
are , false and misleading,

PAIL 7. In its advertising for its information services for children
respondent has represented, directly or by implication , that children

could easily obtain a premium by making a call to the information
service. These advertisements failed to disclose that there are material
terms and conditions for obtaining the premium , including but not
limited to , the need for a writing implement to transcribe the ordering
information. These terms and conditions would be material to the
caller in deciding whether to purchase the service, In addition
although the terms and conditions were included in the recorded
message , the message did not provide sufficient notice or time for the
caller to obtain a writing implement and transcribe the necessary
information. These practices were, and are , deceptive practices,

PAn. 8. In the course of advertising, promoting, and selling its
information services for children , respondent has induced children to
call its story service and thereby incur charges , without providing any
reasonable means for persons responsible for payment of these
charges to exercise control over the transaction. This practice has
caused such persons to pay these charges, The admonition in
respondent' s advertisements that children should seek parental
permission before calling did not provide reasonable means for
persons responsible for payment of these charges to exercise control
over the transaction, Respondent' s conduct as set forth above has

caused substantial injury to consumers that is not outweighed by any
countervailing benefits to consumers or competition and is not
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reasonably avoidable by consumers. This conduct was , and is, an
unfair act or practice.

PAR. 9. The acts and practices of the respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or

affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

Commissioner Yao not participating.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission

having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules.

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Teleline , Inc. is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
California , with its office and principal place of business located at
9777 Wilshire Boulevard , Suite 91S , in the City of Beverly Hills , State
of California;

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding is

in the public interest.

ORDER

DEFINITOc;S

For purposes of this order , the term children
mean a person of age twelve or under.

or child" shall
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For purposes of this order , the term information service for
children shall mean a telephone message accessed through a
numbered exchange (e. 900" ) for which a fee is charged , consisting
of recorded statements promoted or sold primarily to children in any
of the following ways: (a) in advertisements appearing in publications
primarily directed to children including, but not limited to , children
magazines and comic books; (b) in advertisements during or adjacent
to television or radio programs primarily directed to children includ-
ing, but not limited to , children s animated programs , children s game
shows, and children s after- school specials; (c) in advertisements

appearing on product packaging primarily directed to children
including, but not limited to , children s cereals , toys and beverages; or
(d) in any advertisement , regardless of when or where it appears , that
is primarily directed to children in light of its subject matter, visual
content, language , characters, tone , message , or the like.

For purposes of this order , the term premium shall mean any
item respondent offers to send to those who call its information
service for children.

For purposes of this order , the term information service message
shall mean any live or recorded story, program or other communica-
tion transmitted to callers of respondent's information service for
children.

For purposes of this order , the term video advertisement" shall
mean any advertisement intended for dissemination on television
broadcast, cablecast, home video, or theatrical release.

This order shall not apply to respondent' s service bureau functions
with regard to information service messages for children that are
limited to either or both of the following:

(1) Distribution or dissemination of any information service for
children; or

(2) Creation or production of the non-promotional story content of
such information service messages.

It is ordered That respondent Teleline , Inc. , a corporation, its

successors and assigns , and its officers , agents , representatives , and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or
other device , in connection with the advertising, promotion , offering
for sale , sale or transmission of any information service for children in
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as a legible superscript with a simultaneous voice-over recitation of
the disclosure in a manner designed to ensure clarity and prominence.

In a print advertisement, the premium disclosure shall be printed in
a typeface and color that are clear and prominent. In multipage

documents , the premium disclosure shall appear on the cover or first
page.

In a radio advertisement , the premium disclosure shall be included
in a manner designed to ensure clarity and prominence.

In an information service message , the premium disclosure shall be
included in a manner designed to ensure clarity and prominence with
sufficient time for the child to record all information needed to obtain
the premium upon the first hearing of the message , including, but not
limited to , the address where a request must be sent.

It is further ordered That respondent do forthwith cease and desist
from disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
in any medium for an information service for children that does not
include the following statement:

KIDS , YOU MUST ASK YQVR MOM OR DAD A?\D GJ:T THEIR PER:\I!SSIOI\ BEFORE YOU CALL.

THIS CALL COSTS MOi\EY.

The above-required disclosure shall be presented in a manner designed
to ensure clarity and prominence , as follows:

A. In any video advertisement, the disclosure shall be presented

simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the advertise-
ment. The disclosure shall appear immediately following the first
video presentation of the "900" telephone number, but in any event
shall begin within the first fifteen (15) seconds of the advertisement.
The audio portion shall be presented in a slow and deliberate manner.
Each line of the video portion shall be at least as large as one-half of
the size of the largest presentation of the " 900" number that appears
on the screen during the advertisement, shall be of a color or shade
that readily contrasts with the background , and shall appear on the
screen for the duration of the audio disclosure.

B. In any print advertisement , the disclosure shall be parallel with
the base of the advertisement and shall be placed in close proximity to
the 900 number. All lines of the disclosure when taken together shall
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be at least as large as one-half the size of the largest presentation of
the 900 number, but in any event the type size of each line of the
disclosure shall be no less than 12 point, bold-face type.

C. In any radio advertisement , the disclosure shall be presented in a
slow and deliberate manner and shall appear immediately following
the first presentation of the " 900" telephone number, but in any event
it shall begin within the first fifteen (15) seconds of the advertise-

ment.
Nothing contrary to , inconsistent with , or in mitigation of the

above- required statement shall be used in any advertisement in any

medium.

IV.

It is further ordered That respondent do forthwith cease and desist
from disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
in any medium for any information service for children that does not
include a disclosure of the cost of a call to the information service.
This disclosure shall be presented in a manner designed to ensure
clarity and prominence. In any video advertisement, the disclosure
shall be presented simultaneously in both the audio and video portions
of the advertisement.

It is further ordered That respondent do forthwith cease and desist
from disseminating or causing to be disseminated any information

service message for children that does not include , at the beginning of
the message, an introductory preamble that states in a slow

deliberate and clear manner the following:

THIS TELEPHO;\E CALL COSTS MOXEY. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE YOUR MOM OR DAD

PERMISSION , HANG UP NOW AKD THERE WIU" BE o CHARGE FOR THIS CALL.

VI.

It is further ordered That respondent do forthwith cease and desist
from billing or causing to be biled , or collecting any funds or causing
any funds to be collected , for any call to any information service for
children terminated within no less than five (5) seconds of the end of
the introductory preamble , as required by paragraph V of this order.
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VII.

It is further ordered That respondent do forthwith cease and desist
from inducing children to call its information service for children and
thereby incur charges , without providing any reasonable means for
the person responsible for payment of such charges to exercise control
over the transaction, For purposes ofthis paragraph , if the respondent
does not provide , prior to placement of any call by a child, a
reasonable means for the person responsible for payment to avoid
unauthorized calls , the provision of a reasonable means to exercise
control over the transaction shall be the use of the respondent' s best
efforts to ensure that one-time refunds or credits are provided upon
request for unauthorized calls made by children, as specified below,

Best efforts shall include at least the following:

A, Contracting with the appropriate interstate common carrier or
local exchange carrier to:

(I) Identify in all telephone bils containing charges for calls to
respondent' s information service for children each telephone call to
such service by the characters "CHILD CALL;

(2) Place in all telephone bills containing charges for calls to
respondent' s information service for children , clearly and prominently
in close proximity to the itemization of those charges , a toll-free or
local telephone number specified to be used for consumer inquiries
concerning charges on the telephone bil; provided that a general

billing inquiry telephone number for customer inquiries concerning
charges on the telephone bil shall satisfy this requirement;

(3) Refer all customers who call the toll-free number inquiring about
the charges for respondent' s information service for children to their
local exchange carrier for information regarding the availability of
blocking in their jurisdiction; and

(4) Provide a one-time prompt and full credit or refund at the
customer s request for all such calls , whether such request is made to
the toll-free or local telephone number specified herein or in any other
manner; provided that respondent must contract with the carrier to
provide a second prompt and full credit or refund to any customer who
requests the first credit or refund during a period of the billing cycle
where unauthorized calls have been made , but do not yet appear on
the customer s bill, and subsequently requests a second credit or
refund for any additional unauthorized calls made before the date of
the first request for a credit or refund;
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provided that if the interstate common carrier utilized by respondent
employs local exchange carriers to provide billing inquiry services
respondent shall be in compliance with subparagraphs A(3) and (4) of
this paragraph if its contract with the interstate common carrier
provides that the interstate common carrier notify each local exchange
carrier of the interstate common carrier s policies to:

(i) Provide the customer with information regarding the availability
of blocking of 900 number calls; and

(ii) Provide upon request one-time refunds or credits for unautho-
rized calls by children, as provided in subparagraph A( 4) of this
paragraph.

B. In the event that respondent receives any information that the

interstate common carrier has failed to fulfill its obligations under the
contract required by subparagraph A of this paragraph , immediately
notifying the interstate common carrier:

(1) Of the existence of the alleged failure(s);
(2) Of the interstate common carrier s responsibility to fulfil its

obligations under the contract;
(3) Of the need to investigate and correct all past failures; and
(4) That if a pattern or practice of failures continues , respondent

wil terminate the use of said interstate common carrier for any
information service for children: and

C. Terminating the use of said interstate common carrier for any
information service for children, in the event that the interstate
common carrier does not correct all past failures of which it is aware
or continues to fail to fulfil its obligations under said contract.

D. Compliance with the requirements set forth in subparagraphs A -
C of this paragraph is deemed to be satisfactory compliance with this
paragraph.

Provided that for purposes of this paragraph , the mere inclusion of
any audio or video disclosure relating to parental authorization in
advertisements or information service messages is expressly deemed
not to be a reasonable means , prior to placement of any call by a child
for the person responsible for payment to avoid unauthorized calls.

VII

It is further ordered That for three (3) years from the date of
service of this order , respondent shall maintain and upon request
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make available to the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and
copying: (1) all advertisements for information services for children
and all corresponding information service messages; (2) a record of all
credit or refund requests made for charges biled for respondent'

information services for children; (3) all documents relating to
compliance with paragraph VII of this order; and (4) all consumer
complaints and dispositions thereof relating to respondent' s informa-
tion services for children.

IX.

It is further ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
corporation such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation or corporations , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.

It is further ordered That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each of its operating divisions and any carrier(s)
or other entities providing billing and/or collection service for its
information services for children.

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this order and at such other times as the Commission
may require , file with the Commission a report, in writing, setting
forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this
order.

Commissioner Yao not participating.
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

AL'DIO COMMUNICATIONS INCORPORATED

CONSE:-T ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3338. Complaint, July 24, 1991-Decision, July 24, 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things , a Nevada corporation , that markets

900" number information services to children , from making misrepresentations
regarding free gifts or the number of calls required to receive a premium; requires
a clear statement, or preamb!e, at the beginning of each children s message

giving the chi!d a chance to hang up without charge; and requires the company to
provide a means for parents to prevent, or not be charged for , unauthorized calls

by their children.

Appearances

For the Commission; Toby M. Levin and Joel Winston.

For the respondent: James M. Johnstone
Washington, D.

Wiley, Rein Fielding,

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Audio
Communications Incorporated , a corporation , has violated the provi-
sions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest, alleges;

PARAGRAPH I. Respondent Audio Communications Incorporated is a
Nevada corporation with its office and principal place of business
located at 3140 Polaris Avenue , Suite 27, Las Vegas , Nevada.

PAR. 2. Respondent has advertised, offered for sale and has sold

information services to consumers , including children. Accessed by the
telephone through a "900" number exchange , respondent' s informa-
tion services for children have consisted of recorded stories or games
featuring animated or fictional characters (such as Santa Claus and
the Easter Bunny) along with recorded promotional messages.

Advertisements designed to induce consumers to purchase these

services have been broadcast on television across state lines.
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PAR. 3. As alleged in this complaint, the acts and practices of the
respondent have been in or affecting commerce , as "commerce" is
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Respondent has disseminated, or has caused to be

disseminated , advertisements and telephone messages for various
information services for children. Typical of respondent's advertise-
ments , but not necessarily all- inclusive thereof, are the advertisements
attached hereto as Exhibits A and B. Specifically, the aforesaid
advertisements contain the following statements or depictions:

1. "Call me now to get a free Easter Bunny gift, and he!p my favorite charity.
(Audio . Complaint Exhibit A)

2. "There s a new story everyday, and I'll tel! you how to get a free Christmas gift.
(Audio. Complaint Exhibit B)

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements and depictions contained
in the attached advertisements , and in others not specifically set forth
herein, respondent has represented , directly or by implication , that:

1. Children who complete a call to respondent' s information service
will readily and easily obtain the premium specified in the advertise-
ment; and

2. Callers will receive the premium specified in the advertisement by
making a single call to respondent' s information service.

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:

1. Children who complete a call to respondent' s information service
will not readily and easily obtain the premium specified in the
advertisement because the child must: (1) complete one or more calls
to the information service; (2) record an address , given during the
course of the recorded message announcement, to which a request
must be sent to obtain the item; (3) obtain a copy of the telephone bil
which contains the call(s) to the information service; (4) enclose a
stamped self-addressed envelope; and (5) send a copy of the bill to the
respondent at the proper address. This ordering information is given
in a rapid and difficult to follow manner during the course of the
recorded message.

2. In many cases callers will not receive the premium specified in
the advertisement by making a single call to respondent' s information
servlCe.

Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph five were , and
are , false and misleading.
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PAR. 7. In its advertising for its information services for children
respondent has represented , directly or by implication, that children

could easily obtain a premium by making a call to the information
service. These advertisements failed to disclose that there are material
terms and conditions for obtaining the premium , including but not
limited to , the need for a writing implement to transcribe the ordering
information. These terms and conditions would be material to the
caller in deciding whether to purchase the service. In addition
although the terms and conditions were included in the recorded
message , the message did not provide sufficient notice or time for the
caller to obtain a writing implement and transcribe the necessary
information. These practices were , and are , deceptive practices.

PAR. 8. In the course of advertising, promoting, and selling its
information services for children , respondent has induced children to
call its story service and thereby incur charges , without providing any
reasonable means for persons responsible for payment of these
charges to exercise control over the transaction. This practice has
caused such persons to pay these charges. The admonition in
respondent' s advertisements that children should seek parental
permission before calling did not provide reasonable means for
persons responsible for payment of these charges to exercise control
over the transaction. Respondent' s conduct as set forth above has

caused substantial injury to consumers that is not outweighed by any
countervailing benefits to consumers or competition and is not
reasonably avoidable by consumers. This conduct was , and is , an

unfair act or practice.
PAR. 9. The acts and practices of the respondent as alleged in this

complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or

affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

Commissioner Yao not participating.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules.

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Audio Communications , Inc. is a corporation orga-
nized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Nevada, with its office and principal place of business

located at 3140 Polaris Avenue , Suite 27 , of the City of Las Vegas
State of Nevada;

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

DEFINITIONS

For purposes of this order, the term children
mean a person of age twelve or under.

or child" shall
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For purposes of this order, the term information service for
children shall mean a telephone message accessed through a number
exchange (e. 900") for which a fee is charged , consisting of
recorded statements promoted or sold primarily to children in any of
the following ways: (a) in advertisements appearing in publications
primarily directed to children including, but not limited to , children
magazines and comic books; (b) in advertisements during or adjacent
to television or radio programs primarily directed to children includ-
ing, but not limited to , children s animated programs , children s game

shows, and children s after- school specials; (c) in advertisements

appearing on product packaging primarily directed to children
including, but not limited to , children s cereals , toys and beverages; or
(d) in any advertisement, regardless of when or where it appears , that
is primarily directed to children in light of its subject matter, visual

content, language, characters , tone, message , or the like.
For purposes of this order , the term premium shall mean any

item respondent offers to send to those who call its information
service for children.

For purposes of this order , the term informa,tion service message
shall mean any live or recorded story, program or other communica-
tion transmitted to callers of respondent s information service for
children.

For purposes of this order , the term video advertisement" shall

mean any advertisement intended for dissemination on television
broadcast, cablecast, home video , or theatrical release.

This order shall not apply to respondent s service bureau functions
with regard to information service messages for children that are
limited to either or both of the following:

(1) distribution or dissemination of any information service for
children; or

(2) creation or production of the non-promotional story content of
such information service messages.

It is ordered That respondent Audio Communications Incorporated
a corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , agents

representatives , and employees , directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the advertising,
promotion , offering for sale , sale or transmission of any information
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service for children in or affecting commerce , as 'j commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from misrepresenting, directly or by implication:

A. The number of calls required to receive a premium; and
B. The ease with which a premium is obtainable.

II.

It is further ordered That Audio Communications Incorporated , its
successors and assigns , and its officers , agents , representatives and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or
other device , in connection with the advertising, promotion , offering
for sale , sale or transmission of any information service for children in
or affecting commerce , as " commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from failing to
disclose , clearly and prominently, whenever an offer of any premium
is made , all the material terms , conditions and obligations upon which
receipt and retention of the premium is contingent. Such terms
conditions, and obligations shall include, but not be limited to , the
number of calls necessary to receive the premium , if more than one
and the need to have a writing implement and paper available to
record the necessary information given during the information service
message.

The disclosure shall be made in a manner understandable to
children , and shall be made in the same medium in which the offer of
the premium is made and , in addition , in any information service

message. The material terms, conditions and obligations to be
disclosed in media other than the information service message shall
include the number of calls necessary to receive the premium, if
greater than one , and the need to have a writing implement and paper
available to record the necessary information , and any other informa-
tion material to (1) the decision to attempt to obtain the premium , or
(2) the abilty to take advantage of the premium offer by calling the
information service. The name and address to which the premium
request must be sent need not be disclosed in any medium other than
the information service message.

In a video advertisement , the premium disclosure shall be displayed
as a legible superscript with a simultaneous voice-over recitation of
the disclosure in a manner designed to ensure clarity and prominence.

In a print advertisement , the premium disclosure shall be printed in
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a typeface and color that are clear and prominent. In multi page
documents , the premium disclosure shall appear on the cover or first
page.

In a radio advertisement, the premium disclosure shall be included
in a manner designed to ensure clarity and prominence.

In an information service message , the premium disclosure shall be
included in a manner designed to ensure clarity and prominence with
sufficient time for the child to record all information needed to obtain
the premium upon the first hearing of the message , including, but not
limited to , the address where a request must be sent.

It is further ordered That respondent do forthwith cease and desist
from disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
in any medium for an information service for children that does not
include the following statement:

KJDS , YOU .\1CST ASK YOUR MOM OR DAD A \) GET THEIR PERMISSION BEFORE YOU

CALL. THIS CALL COSTS MONEY.

The above-required disclosure shall be presented in a manner designed
to ensure clarity and prominence , as follows:

A. In any video advertisement, the disclosure shall be presented

simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the advertise-
ment. The disclosure shall appear immediately following the first
video presentation of the " 900" telephone number , but in any event
shall begin within the first fifteen (15) seconds of the advertisement.
The audio portion shall be presented in a slow and deliberate manner.
Each line of the video portion shall be at least as large as one-half of
the size of the largest presentation of the "900" number that appears
on the screen during the advertisement , shall be of a color or shade
that readily contrasts with the background , and shall appear on the
screen for the duration of the audio disclosure.

B. In any print advertisement , the disclosure shall be parallel with
the base of the advertisement and shall be placed in close proximity to
the 900 number. All lines of the disclosure when taken together shall
be at least as large as one-half the size of the largest presentation of
the 900 number , but in any event the type size of each line of the
disclosure shall be no less than 12 point, bold-face type.

C. In any radio advertisement , the disclosure shall be presented in a
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slow and deliberate manner and shall appear immediately following
the first presentation of the " 900" telephone number , but in any event
it shall begin within the first fifteen (15) seconds of the advertise-
ment.

Nothing contrary to , inconsistent with, or in mitigation of the

above- required statement shall be used in any advertisement in any
medium.

IV.

It is further ordered That respondent do forthwith cease and desist
from disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement

in any medium for any information service for children that does not
include a disclosure of the cost of a call to the information service.
This disclosure shall be presented in a manner designed to ensure
clarity and prominence. In any video advertisement, the disclosure
shall be presented simultaneously in both the audio and video portions
of the advertisement.

It is further ordered That respondent do forthwith cease and desist
from disseminating or causing to be disseminated any information

service message for children that does not include , at the beginning of
the message, an introductory preamble that states in a slow

deliberate and clear manner the following:

THIS TELEPHONE CALL COSTS MO EY. IF YOU DO ;\OT HAVE YOCR :.0M OR DAD
PERMISSIQ:\ , HA\1G UP KG\\ A:\D THERE \V1L1. BE NO CHARGE FOR THIS CALL

VI.

It is further ordered That respondent do forthwith cease and desist
from billing or causing to be billed , or collecting any funds or causing
any funds to be collected , for any call to any information service for
children terminated within no less than five (5) seconds of the end of
the introductory preamble , as required by paragraph V of this order.

VII.

It is further ordered That respondent do forthwith cease and desist
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from inducing children to call its information service for children and
thereby incur charges , without providing any reasonable means for
the person responsible for payment of such charges to exercise control
over the transaction. For purposes of this paragraph , if the respondent
does not provide , prior to placement of any call by a child, a
reasonable means for the person responsible for payment to avoid
unauthorized calls , the provision of a reasonable means to exercise
control over the transaction shall be the use of the respondent' s best

efforts to ensure that one-time refunds or credits arc provided upon
request for unauthorized calls made by children , as specified below.

Best efforts shall include at least the following:

A. Contracting with the appropriate interstate common
local exchange carrier to:

(1) Identify in all telephone bills containing charges for calls to
respondent' s information service for children each telephone call to
such service by the characters "CHILD CALL;

(2) Place in all telephone bills containing charges for calls to
respondent' s information service for children , clearly and prominently
in close proximity to the itemization of those charges , a toll-free or
local telephone number specified to be used for consumer inquiries
concerning charges on the telephone bill; provided that a general

billing inquiry telephone number for customer inquiries concerning
charges on the telephone bill shall satisfy this requirement;

(3) Refer all customers who call the toll-free number inquiring about
the charges for respondent' s information service for children to their
local exchange carrier for information regarding the availability of
blocking in their jurisdiction; and

(4) Provide a one-time prompt and full credit or refund at the
customer s request for all such calls , whether such request is made to
the toll-free or local telephone number specified herein or in any other
manner; provided that respondent must contract with the carrier to
provide a second prompt and full credit or refund to any customer who
requests the first credit or refund during a period of the billing cycle
where unauthorized calls have been made , but do not yet appear on
the customer s bill, and subsequently requests a second credit or
refund for any additional unauthorized calls made before the date of
the first request for a credit or refund;

carrier or

provided that if the interstate common carrier utilized by respondent
employs local exchange carriers to provide bi1ing inquiry services
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respondent shall be in compliance with subparagraphs A(3) and (4) of
this paragraph if its contract with the interstate common carrier
provides that the interstate common carrier notify each local exchange
carrier of the interstate common carrier s policies to:

(i) Provide the customer with information regarding the availability
of blocking of 900 number calls: and

(ii) Provide upon request one-time refunds or credits for unautho-
rized calls by children , as provided in subparagraph A(4) of this
paragraph.

B. In the event that respondent receives any information that the

interstate common carrier has failed to fulfill its obligations under the
contract required by subparagraph A of this paragraph , immediately
notifying the interstate common carrier:

(1) Of the existence of the alleged failure(s);
(2) Of the interstate common carrier s responsibility to fulfill its

obligations under the contract;
(3) Of the need to investigate and correct all past failures; and
(4) That if a pattern or practice of failures continues , respondent

will terminate the use of said interstate common carrier for any
information service for children; and

C. Terminating the use of said interstate common carrier for any
information service for children, in the event that the interstate
common carrier does not correct all past failures of which it is aware
or continues to fail to fulfill its obligations under said contract.

D. Compliance with the requirements set forth in subparagraphs A -
C of this paragraph is deemed to be satisfactory compliance with this
paragraph.

PTOvided that for purposes of this paragraph , the mere inclusion of
any audio or video disclosure relating to parental authorization in
advertisements or information service messages is expressly deemed
not to be a reasonable means , prior to placement of any call by a child
for the person responsible for payment to avoid unauthorized calls.

VII

It is further ordered That for three (3) years from the date of
service of this order , respondent shall maintain and upon request
make available to the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and
copying: (1) all advertisements for information services for children
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and all corresponding information service messages; (2) a record of all
credit or refund requests made for charges biled for respondent'

information services for children; (3) all documents relating to
compliance with paragraph VII of this order; and (4) all consumer
complaints and dispositions thereof relating to respondent' s informa-
tion services for children.

IX.

It is further ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
corporation such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation or corporations , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.

It is further ordered That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each of its operating divisions and any carrier(s)
or other entities providing billing and/or collection service for its
information services for children.

XI.

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this order and at such other times as the Commission
may require , file with the Commission a report, in writing, setting
forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this
order.

Commissioner Yao not participating.
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

HAROLD HONICK:IA:- , ET AL.

CONSEKT ORDER, ETC" IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 928.1. Complaint, Nov. 1989-Decision, JuLy , 1991

This consent order requires , among other things , a major Pepsi bottcr for the New
York metropolitan area and his beverage corporation , for a ten year period , Lo

seek prior Commission approval before making certain soft drink acquisitions in
the ?'ew York metropolitan area; or else hold the newly acquired assets separate
and apart from ongoing botting operations. However, the addendum to the
agreement would allow :vr. Honiekman to distribute and sell the products of
Seven-L'p Brooklyn to another botter for a limited time period.

Appearances

For the Commission: Constance M. Salemi and Ronald B. Rowe,

For the respondents: Andrew L. Sandler, Skadden, Arps, Slate

Meagher Flam Washington , D. C. and Peter E. (feene, Skadden
Arps, Slate, Meagher Flom Xew York , N.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission (" Commission ), having reason to believe that the
respondent, Harold Honickman , individually or by or through the
Long Island Acquisition Company, a partnership, or its partners , the
Brooklyn Beverage Acquisition Corporation, a corporation , MGGR
Corporation , a corporation , Taunton Corporation , a corporation , LTF
Brooklyn , Inc. , a corporation; Melville Beverage Partners Limited
Partnership, a limited partnership; and the Berriman Cozine Corpora-
tion , a corporation; subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission , has
acquired the assets of the Seven-Up Brooklyn Bottling Company, Inc.
from the Seven-t:p Brooklyn Bottling Company, Inc. , and that said
acquisition may be in violation of the provisions of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act, as amended , 15 U. C. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, 15 t:. C. 45; and that said acquisition
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constitutes a violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, 15 U. C. 45; and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint pursuant to Section 11 of the Clayton Act
15 U. C. 21 , and Section 5 (b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act
15 U. C. 45 (b), stating its charges as follows:

I. DEFINITONS

1. For the purposes of this complaint, the following definitions shall
apply:

a. Honickman means Harold Honickman.

b. BBA C" means the Brooklyn Beverage Acquisition Corporation
and its subsidiaries , divisions and groups controlled by BBAC and
their respective directors , officers , employees , agents and representa-
tives , and their successors and assigns.

c. MGGR" means MGGR Corporation, and its subsidiaries
divisions and groups controlled by :vGGR and their respective
directors, officers , employees , agents and representatives , and their
successors and assigns.

d. Taunton means Taunton Corporation , and its subsidiaries

divisions and groups controlled by Taunton and their respective
directors , officers , employees , agents and representatives , and their
successors and assigns.

e. LTF Brooklyn means LTF Brooklyn , Inc. , and its subsidiaries
divisions and groups controlled by Taunton and their respective
directors, officers , employees , agents and representatives , and their
successors and assigns.
r "LIA" means the 1..1. Acquisition Company, its subsidiaries

divisions , and groups controlled by LIA and their respective partners
officers , employees, agents or representatives , and their successors
and assigns.

g. 

Melville means the Melville Beverage Partners Limited
Partnership, its subsidiaries , divisions, and groups controlled by

Melville and their respective partners , officers , employees , agents or
representatives and their successors and assigns.

h. Berriman means the Berriman Cozine Corporation and its
subsidiaries , divisions and groups controlled by Berriman and their
respective directors, officers , employees , agents and representatives
and their successors and assigns.
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i. The acquiring entities means LIA or its partners , BBAC
MGGR , Taunton , and LTF Brooklyn; Melville; and Berriman.

j. 

Seven- Up Brooklyn means the Seven-Up Brooklyn Bottling
Company (the post-acquisition firm), and its subsidiaries , divisions

and groups , controlled by Seven-Up Brooklyn and their respective
directors , partners , officers , employees , agents or representatives , and
their successors and assigns.

k. Seven- Up Brooklyn, Inc. means the Seven-Up Brooklyn
Botting Company, Inc. (the seller), and its subsidiaries , divisions and
groups controlled by Seven-L'p Brooklyn , Inc. , and their respective

directors , officers , employees , agents and representatives , and their
successors and assigns.

Pepsi New York" means the Pepsi-Cola Botting Company of
New York , Inc. , and its subsidiaries , divisions and groups controlled
by Pepsi Xew York , and their respective directors , officers , employees

agents and representatives, and their successors and assigns.
m. Canada Dry New York" means the Canada Dry Botting

Company of New York and its subsidiaries , divisions, and groups

controlled by Canada Dry New York and their respective partners
officers , employees , agents or representatives, and their successors
and assigns.

n. Soft drink" means a carbonated soft drink or "CSD " as

classified under the four-digit Standard Industrial Classification
industry code 2086.

o. Branded" soft drink or CSD means the trademarked name of
any type of soft drink product commonly delivered by a store-door or
botter distribution system , such as Coca Cola , Pepsi- Cola , Seven-

, Dr Pepper(f, and Royal Crown products.

p. 

Bottler refers to a person that is engaged in botting soft
drinks or that has been granted an exclusive bottling appointment or
distribution agreement by any manufacturer of soft drink syrup or
concentrate.

q. 

Bottes

, "

bottling or botted" means the process of putting
syrup or concentrate and other ingredients together as a soft drink in
a bottle or can , regardless of the sources of the syrup or concentrate.

r. Territory means an area for which a botter has been granted
an exclusive bottling appointment or distribution agreement.

s. Store-door delivery means the delivery of soft drinks by a
bottler to all types and sizes of outlets , including, but not limited to
supermarkets , mom and pop stores , vending machines and fountain
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accounts. Store-door delivery does not include delivery of CSD

through a warehouse system serving only stores , with high CSD
volumes , but not mom and pop stores , vending and fountain.

II. THE PARTIES

2. Honickman is an individual with a place of residence at 951
Frazier Road , Rydal , P A. Honickman owns , controls , or guaranteed
most of the financing for each of the acquiring entities.
3. BBAC is a Honickman-controlled corporation organized and

existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania with a principal
place of business at 1500 The Fidelity Building, Philadelphia, PA.

4. MGGR is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of
the State of Pennsylvania with a principal place of business at 1500

The Fidelity Building, Philadelphia, P A.

5. Taunton is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of
the State of Pennsylvania with a principal place of business at 1500
The Fidelity Building, Philadelphia, P A.

6. LTF Brooklyn is a corporation organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Delaware with a principal place of business at
1520 Locust Street, Philadelphia, P A.

7. LIA was a Honickman-controlled partnership, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of J\ew York with a principal
place of business at 112-02 Fifteenth Avenue , College Point , New
York.

8. Melvile is a Honickman-controlled limited partnersbip organized
and existing under the laws of the State of J\ew York witb its
principal place of business located at 135 Baylis Road , :llelville , Xew
York.

9. Berriman is a Honickman-guaranteed corporation organized and
existing under the laws of the State of New York with its principal
place of business located at c/o CT Corporation System, 1633
Broadway, )\ew York , New York.

10. Seven-Up Brooklyn was a Honickman-controlled partnership
organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York with
its principal place of business located at 112-02 Fifteenth Avenue
College Point, New York.

11. In 1986 , before its acquisition by Honickman and his controlled
entities in 1987 , Seven-1:p Brooklyn Inc s gross sales totaled
approximately $28 million and its sales volume was in excess of eight
million cases of soft drinks.
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12. The acquiring entities and Honickman individually or by or
through the acquiring entities and at all times relevant herein have
been engaged in commerce as "commerce " is defined in Section 1 of
the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U. C. 12 , and have businesses in or
affecting commerce as "commerce " is defined in Section 4 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 44.

!II. THE ACQCISITION

13. On or about August 3 , 1987 , Honickman individually or by or
through the acquiring entities acquired most of the assets of Seven- 
Brooklyn, Inc. , paying approximately $18 milion. These assets
included the following franchises: the Seven-Up, the A&W Root Beer
the Perrier , the Hawaiian Punch , the Brownie , the Canfield' s and the
Lipton Tea franchises. Honickman , individually or by or through the
acquiring entities, also acquired other assets. These assets included
production , equipment; food service, merchandising and post-mix
dispensing equipment related to the franchises; vending machines and
visi-coolers; office furnishings; office equipment and real estate. After
the acquisition , the acquiring entities continued to bottle, distribute

and sell soft drinks under the name of Seven-Up Brooklyn.
14. At the time of the acquisition , Seven-Up Brooklyn , Inc. , bottled

distributed and sold soft drinks in the New York City area. At the time
of the acquisition , Honickman owned and controlled Pepsi :-ew York
and Canada Dry "ew York. At the time of the acquisition Pepsi "ew
York and Canada Dry New York batted , distributed and sold soft
drinks in the "'ew York metropolitan area. After the acquisition

Honickman individually or by or through the acquiring entities also
owned or controlled Seven-Up Brooklyn.

15. On ar abaut December 13 , 1988 , LTF Brooklyn purchased the
rights of BBAC , MGGR and Taunton in the LIA partnership in order
to lessen the likelihood of a Commission enforcement action; and the
LIA partnership was dissolved.

IV. OTHER ACQUISITIONS

16. On or about December 1986 , Honickman individually or by or
through Canada Dry New York, acquired the assets of Galler Seven-

Up Botting Company (" Seven-Up Galler ) holding franchises in New
Jersey counties. These counties include , but are not limited to , Bergen
Hudson and Passaic. On or about September 1987 , Honickman
individually or by or through Canada Dry "'ew York acquired the
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Seven-Up Bottling Company of Essex , Inc, (" Seven-Up Essex
Seven-Up Essex holds franchises in at least the New Jersey county of
Essex. These acquisitions and the acquisition of Seven-Up Brooklyn
are located in the N ew York metropolitan area and may be part of a
Honickman plan to acquire the bottlers holding Seven-Up franchises
in that area.

V. TRADE AND COMMERCE

Relevant Line of Commerce

17. A relevant line of commerce in which to analyze the acquisition
of most of the assets of Seven-Up Brooklyn , Inc. , is branded soft
drinks. Another relevant line of commerce in which to analyze the
acquisition is no broader than all soft drinks.

Relevant Sections of the Country

18. A relevant section of the country is the New York metropolitan
area. The metropolitan area encompasses territories where Pepsi ""ew
York , Canada Dry New York and Seven-Up Brooklyn and other Pepsi
and Seven-Up botters do business. Another relevant section of the
country may be a three-county area of Richmond (Staten Island),
Kings (Brooklyn) and Queens in the State of New York. The three-
county area encompasses only territories where Pepsi New York
Canada Dry New York and Brooklyn Seven-Up do business.

VI. MARKET STRUCTURE

19. The production , distribution and sale of soft drinks in each
relevant section of the country is highly concentrated, whether

measured by the Herfindahl-Hirschmann indices or two- firm and four-
firm concentration ratios.

VII. ENTRY CONDITIONS

20. Entry into the
unlikely.

relevant sections of the country is difficult or

VIII. COMPETITION

21. Seven-Up Brooklyn , Inc. , and Honickman individually or by or
through Pepsi New York and Canada Dry New York were actual
competitors in the production , distribution and sale of soft drinks in
the metropolitan and the three-county area.
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IX. EFFECTS

22. The effect of the acquisition may be substantially to lessen
competition in the relevant lines of commerce and the relevant
sections of the country in the following ways , among others:

a. By eliminating direct competition from Seven-Up Brooklyn , Inc.

b. By reducing competition among soft drink brands produced
distributed and sold by the remaining bottlers;

c. By increasing the likelihood of, or facilitating, actual or tacit
collusion; and

d. By increasing the difficulty of entering the market.
23. Any or all of the above increase the likelihood that firms will

increase prices and restrict output both in the near future and in the
long term.

24. The acquisition by Honickman individually or by or through the
acquiring entities of the assets of Seven-Up Brooklyn , Inc. , violates

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 U. C. 45, and

Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 15 U. C. 18.

Commissioner Azcuenaga recused and Commissioner Owen not
participating.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having theretofore issued its complaint charging
Harold A. Honickman and Brooklyn Beverage Acquisition Corporation
with violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended , and Section 7 of the Clayton Act , and respondents having
been served with a copy of that complaint, together with a notice of
contemplated relief; and

The respondents , their attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settement purposes only and docs not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such

complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn this
matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3. 25 of its Rules;
and
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The Commission having considered the matter and having there-
upon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such
agreement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in
further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3.25 (f) of
its Rules , the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

ORDER

It is ordered That for
definitions shall apply:

A. Honiclcman means Harold A. Honickman , individually, and all
entities controlled by Honickman , including but not limited to
Brooklyn Beverage Acquisition Corporation , their predecessors , sub-
sidiaries , divisions , groups and affiliates controlled by Honickman , and
their respective directors , officers , employees , agents , representatives
successors and assigns.

B. BBA C" means Brooklyn Beverage Acquisition Corporation , its
predecessors , subsidiaries, divisions , groups and affiliates controlled
by BBAC , and their respective directors , officers , employees , agents
representatives, successors and assigns.

C. Commission means the Federal Trade Commission.

D. Person means any natural person or any corporate entity,
partnership, association , joint venture , governmental entity, trust or
other organization or entity.

E. CSDs means carbonated soft drinks that are produced by
adding carbonated water to a syrup consisting of a concentrate

flavoring and a sweetener and are classified under the four-digit
Standard Industrial Classification industry code 2086. For purposes of
this order , CSDs shall not include non-carbonated products , carbonat-
ed or stil water , iced tea , lemonade , products containing in finished
form more than ten (10) percent fruit juice , or isotonic or sport drinks.

F. Bottling Operation means any business, person, or other
entity that distributes and sells CSDs directly using company-owned
or equity distribution to supermarkets pursuant to a franchise , license
distribution contract , or other similar agreement: provided , however, a
Bottlng Operation shall not include any business , person or other

entity that distributes and sells CSDs only by warehouse delivery or

purposes of this order, the following
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through a beer distributor that does not hold a CSD franchise , license
or similar distribution agreement.

G. Warehouse delivery means the distribution and sales of soft
drinks by any business , person or entity other than a Bottling
Operation.

H. Existing Honickman Botting Operation means all or any
part of the stock , share capital , equity interest or assets of any
Bottling Operation owned or controlled by Honickman.

I. New York Metropolitan Area means , for purposes of this
order, the counties of Westchester , New York, Bronx, Richmond

(Staten Island), Kings (Brooklyn), Queens , Kassau , Suffolk , Rockland
Orange , Putnam and Dutchess in the State of New York; and Bergen
Hudson , Passaic , Essex , L'nion , Morris , Somerset and Sussex in the
State of New Jersey.

J. Equity distributor means an independent contractor that
distributes and sells CSDs on behalf of a Bottling Operation in a
specified geographic territory that is within the exclusive licensed

territory of that Bottling Operation for such CSD.

II.

It is further ordered That for a period of ten (10) years after the
date this order becomes final , respondents shall not , without the prior
approval of the Commission , acquire directly or indirectly all or any
part of the stock of, share capital of, equity interest in , assets of or
rights related to any Bottling Operation in any county in the New
York Metropolitan Area where at the time of such acquisition any
Existing Honickman Botting Operation distributes CSDs directly
using company-owned or equity distributors to supermarkets; provid-

, however, that such prior approval shall not be required if
respondents satisfy the conditions set forth in paragraph II of this
order; and provided further that nothing contained in the foregoing

provisions shall prohibit respondents from (i) acquiring stock or share
capital for investment purposes only that does not exceed five (5)
percent of the outstanding stock or share capital of any Bottling
Operation , (ii) acquiring rights to equity territories (" equity distributor

routes ) for any territory in which Honickman holds the right to bottle
or distribute CSDs distributed through such equity distributor rights
(iii) acquiring production or distribution equipment , or (iv) acquiring
business supplies or raw materials in the ordinary course of business.
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It is further ordered That:

A. Prior approval of the Commission under paragraph II of this
order shall not be required if respondents satisfy the conditions of this
paragraph III. In order to make such an acquisition without paragraph
I! prior approval , respondents shall:

1. Notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to such
acquisition. Such notification shall follow the format for filings under
Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , 15 U. C. 18a , and the Commission
Premerger Reporting Rules promulgated thereunder , 16 CFR 801 

seg. Such notification shall be in addition to any reporting require-
ments applicable to the transaction under said statute and rules; and

2. Divest , absolutely and in good faith within six (6) months after
the date of any such acquisition , its business of bottling, distributing
and selling CSDs and non-carbonated drinks , except for carbonated
and non-carbonated waters, that it then conducts through any

Existing Honickman Bottling Operation in those counties in the New
York Metropolitan Area in which such newly-acquired Bottling
Operation also operates (such Existing Honickman Bottling Operation
is hereinafter referred to as "Paragraph II Operation ). Such

divestiture may be accomplished by sale, full and complete and
irrevocable sublicense agreement, full and complete assignment of
rights or otherwise; provided it shall include a transfer of all rights
held by such Paragraph II Operation to botte , distribute and sell
CSDs and non-carbonated drinks , except for carbonated and non-
carbonated waters , in those New York :vetropolitan Area counties in
which the Xewly-Acquired Botting Operation also operates (hereinaf-
ter the "Geographic Area of Competition ), including without

limitation and to the extent such rights pertain to the Geographic
Area of Competition , all rights to bottle , distribute and sell CSDs and
non-carbonated drinks, except for carbonated and non-carbonated
waters, in the Geographic Area of Competition held pursuant to
franchises , licenses, bottling appointments , distribution or other
agreements; together with all assets that are dedicated to or

necessary for such Paragraph II! Operation s business of botting,

distributing and selling CSDs and non-carbonated drinks , except for
carbonated and non-carbonated waters , in the Geographic Area of
Competition , including without limitation , vehicles , vending machines
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visi-coolers, fountain equipment , funded employee benefit plans, if
any, full-goods inventory, point of sale marketing equipment, supply
agreements , customer lists , customer agreements or understandings
(whether formal or informal), all customer records and files and all
other assets , interests , rights and privileges owned by, dedicated to , or
necessary for such Paragraph II Operation.

B. Respondents shall comply with all of the terms of the Agreement
to Hold Separate, attached hereto and made a part hereof as
Appendix I. If respondents shall be required to make any divestiture
pursuant to paragraph III.A. 2 of this order, said Agreement to Hold
Separate shall become effective as of the date of the acquisition that
gave rise to the paragraph II. 2 divestiture obligations and shall
continue in effect until such time as respondents' divestiture obliga-
tions under paragraph II of this order are satisfied or until such other
time as the Agreement to Hold Separate provides.

C. Respondents shall divest all Paragraph II Operations only to an
acquirer that receives the prior approval of the Commission , and only
in a manner that receives the prior approval of the Commission. The
purpose of paragraphs II-A through II-B of this order is to ensure
that respondents ' acquisition of any Bottling Operation in the Kew
York Metropolitan Area is not likely to result in any lessening of
competition.

D. Pending divestiture respondents shall take such action as is
necessary to maintain the viability and marketability of all Paragraph
III Operations and shall not cause or permit the destruction , removal
or impairment of any Paragraph II Operation or any part thereof
except in the ordinary course of business and except for ordinary wear
and tear.

IV.

It is further ordered That:

A. If respondents have not divested , as required by paragraph II
all Paragraph II Operations within six months from the date of the
acquisition that gave rise to the paragraph III.A. divestiture
obligations , respondents shall consent to the appointment of a trustee
by the Commission to divest the Paragraph II Operations. In the

event the Commission or the Attorney General brings an action

pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15
C. 45(1), or any other statute enforced by the Commission or the
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Department of Justice for violation of this order, respondents shall
similarly consent to the appointment of a trustee in such action to
divest the Paragraph II Operation , if any. Neither the appointment of
a trustee nor a decision not to appoint a trustee shall preclude the

Commission or the Attorney General from seeking civil penalties and
any other relief available, including a court-appointed trustee
pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15

C. 45(1), or any other statute enforced by the Commission or the
Department of Justice , for any failure by respondents to comply with
this order.

B. If a trustee (" trustee ) is appointed by the Commission or a court
pursuant to this paragraph IV, the following terms and conditions

shall apply:

(1) The Commission or a court shall select the trustee , subject to the
consent of respondents, which consent shall not be unreasonably

withheld. The trustee shall be a person with experience and expertise
in acquisitions and divestitures.

(2) The trustee shall have the exclusive power and authority, subject
to the prior approval of the Commission , to divest the Paragraph II
Operations. The trustee shall have eighteen (18) months from the date
of appointment to accomplish the divestiture , which shall be subject to
the prior approval of the Commission. If, however , at the end of the
eighteen-month period , the trustee has submitted a plan of divestiture
or believes that divestiture can be accomplished within a reasonable
time , the divestiture period may be extended for another eighteen-
month period by the Commission , and , in the case of a court- appointed
trustee , by the court; provided, however that the Commission or court
may only extend the divestiture period for one additional eighteen-
month period.

(3) Respondents shall make available to the trustee , and the trustee

shall have full and complete access to , the personnel , books , records
and facilities relating to the Paragraph II Operations that the trustee
has the duty to divest. Respondents shall develop such financial or
other information as the trustee may reasonably request, and
respondents shall cooperate with the trustee and shall take no action
to interfere with or impede the trustee s accomplishment of the

divestiture. Any delays in divestiture caused by respondents shall

extend the time for divestiture under this paragraph IV in an amount
equal to the delay, as determined by the Commission or , for a court-
appointed trustee , by the court.
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(4) Subject to respondents ' absolute and unconditional obligation to
divest at no minimum price and the purpose of the divestiture as
stated in paragraph II-C of this order, the trustee shall use his or her
best efforts to negotiate the most favorable price and terms available
with each acquiring entity for the divestiture of the Paragraph II
Operations. If the trustee receives bona fide offers from more than
one prospective acquirer, and if the Commission approves more than
one such acquirer , the trustee shall divest to the acquirer selected 
respondents from among those approved by the Commission.

(5) The trustee shall serve , without bond or other security, at the
cost and expense of respondents , on such reasonable and customary
terms and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The
trustee shall have authority to retain, at the cost and expense of

respondents, such consultants , accountants, attorneys, investment
bankers , business brokers , accountants , appraisers and other repre-
sentatives and assistants as are reasonably necessary to carry out the
trustee s duties and responsibilities. The trustee shall account for all
monies derived from the divestiture(s) and for all expenses incurred.
After approval by the Commission and , in the case of a court-

appointed trustee, by the court, of the account of the trustee
including fees for his or her services , all remaining monies shall be
paid at the direction of respondents , and the trustee s power shall be
terminated. The trustee s compensation shall be based at least in
significant part on a commission arrangement contingent on the
trustee divesting the Paragraph II Operation(s).

(6) Except for cases of misfeasance , negligence , wilful or wanton
acts or bad faith by the trustee , the trustee shall not be liable to
respondents for any action taken or not taken in the performance of
the trusteeship. Respondents shall , consistent with the provisions of
this order , indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee harmless against
any losses , claims , damages , or liabilties arising in any manner out of
or in connection with , the trustee s duties under this order.

(7) Within sixty (60) days after appointment of the trustee , and

subject to the prior approval of the Commission and , in the case of a
court-appointed trustee , of the court , respondents shall execute a trust
agreement consistent with the provisions of this order that transfers
to the trustee all rights and powers necessary to permit the trustee to
effect the divestiture(s) required by this order.

(8) If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute
trustee shall be appointed in the same manner as provided in this
order.
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(9) The Commission or , in the case of a court-appointed trustee , the
court , may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee issue
such additional orders or directions as may be necessary or appropri-
ate to accomplish the divestiture required by this order.

(10) The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or
maintain the Paragraph II Operations.

(II) The trustee shall report in writing to respondents and to the
Commission every sixty (60) days after the date of appointment

concerning the trustee s efforts to accomplish the divestiture(s).

It is further' or'der'ed That

A. Within ninety (90) days after the date this order becomes final

and every ninety (90) days thereafter until respondents have fully
complied with the provisions of paragraph II of this order-and if
respondents elect to follow the provisions of paragraph II of this
order, within ninety (90) days after the notification required by
paragraph II-A(I) of this order , and every ninety (90) days thereafter
until respondents have fully complied with the provisions of paragraph
II of this order-respondents shall submit to tbe Commission 

verified written report setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they intend to comply, are complying, or have complied with

those provisions. Respondents shall include in any report concerning
compliance with paragraph II of this order , among other things that
are required from time to time , a full description of all contacts or
negotiations with prospective acquirers for the divestiture(s) of the
Paragraph II Operations, including the identity of all parties

contacted. Respondents shall also include in such compliance reports
copies of all written communications to and from such parties , and all
internal memoranda , reports and recommendations concerning dives-
titure( s).

B. One year after the date this order becomes final and annually
thereafter for nine (9) years, respondents shall file with the
Commission a verified written report of their compliance with
paragraph II of this order.

VI.

It is further ordeTed That:
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A. For a period of ten (10) years after the date this order becomes
final , respondents shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to any proposed corporate change , such as dissolution , assign-
ment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor entity, the
creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in
respondents or in any entity controlled by Honickman that may affect
compliance with the obligations arising out of this order.

B. Respondents shall promptly notify the Commission of the name
and address of any successor to Peter E. Greene, Skadden , Arps
Slate , Meagher & Flom, 919 Third Avenue , New York , New York
10022, with a statement that such successor is empowered on
respondents ' behalf to accept service for purposes of this order.

VII.

It is further ordered That for a period of ten (10) years after the
date this order becomes final and for the purpose of determining or
securing compliance with this order , subject to any legally recognized
privilege, and upon written request and with reasonable notice to
respondents , respondents shall permit any duly authorized representa-
tive or representatives of the Commission: (1) access , during office
hours and in the presence of counsel , to inspect and copy all books
ledgers , accounts , correspondence , memoranda and other records and
documents in their respective possession relating to any matters
contained in this order; and (2) upon five (5) days written notice to
respondents and without restraint or interference from respondents
to interview management personnel of any Bottling Operation that
they control , who may have counsel present, regarding any matters
contained in this order.

Commissioner Azcuenaga recused , Commissioner Owen dissenting,
and Commissioner Starek recused. 

AGREEME T TO HOLD SEPARATE

This Agreement to Hold Separate (the "Agreement" ) is by and
between Harold A. Honickman ("Honickman ), an individual , with a
place of residence at 66 Bayview Drive , Loveladies ("BBCA" ), New
Jersey; Brooklyn Beverage Acquisition Corporation, a corporation

with a principal place of business located at 1500 The Fidelity
Building, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania; and the Federal Trade Commis-

*Prior to leaving the Comrr.issio:J , Cornmissjancr Strcniu registered his vote in the affr.,ative or the

Commission Decisior. and Order :r. th:s matter. Commissioner Yao did not register a vote :n tr-is matte!.
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sion (the "Commission ), an independent agency of the Cnited States
Government , established under the Federal Trade Commission Act of
1914 , 15 C. C. 41 et seq. (Honickman and BBAC individually, the
respondents ; Honickman BBAC and the Commission collectively,

the "Parties

Premises

Whereas on or about July 30 and August 3 , 1987 , respondents

acquired interests in certain assets acquired from Seven-Cp Brooklyn
Botting Company, Inc. (" Acquisition ), which assets were operated
under the name of Seven-L'p Brooklyn Bottling Company; and

Whereas on or about December 13 , 1988 , respondents divested all

their interests in Seven-Cp Brooklyn Company to LTF 1987- , Inc.

and
Whereas respondents and Seven-Up Brooklyn Botting Company,

Inc., were both engaged and respondents and Seven-Up Brooklyn
Bottling Company are still engaged in the bottling of carbonated soft
drinks (" CSDs ) in certain counties within the )/ew York Metropolitan
Area; and

Whereas the Commission issued a Complaint alleging that the
Acquisition was unlawful under Section 7 of the Clayton Act and

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
Whereas if the Commission accepts the attached Agreement

Containing Consent Order ("Consent Order ), respondents may

acquire any botting operation in any county in the New York
~etropolitan Area (the " Kewly-Acquired Honickman Bottling Opera-
tion ) only if they divest the Existing Honickman Botting Operations
in such county; and

Whereas the Commission is concerned that if an understanding is
not reached , preserving the status quo ante of assets and businesses

during the time period provided by the Consent Agreement for
divestiture , divestiture might be a less than effective remedy; and

Whereas the purpose of this Agreement and the Consent Order is
to:

(i) Preserve the Newly-Acquired Honickman Botting Operation as a
viable independent business pending the divestiture of the Existing
Honickman Botting Operation to be divested , and

(ii) Remedy any anti competitive effects of the Acquisition; and
Wher-as respondents ' entering into this Agreement shall in no way
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be canstrued as an admissian by respondents that the Acquisitian is
unlawful; and

Wherea.s res pan dents understand that no. act ar transactian
cantemplated by this Agreement shall be deemed immune 0.1' exempt
fram the provisians af the antitrust laws ar the Federal Trade
Cammissian Act by reasan af anything cantained in this Agreement.

Now, therefore the parties agree , in cansideratian af the Cammis-
sion s agreement that, unless the Cammissian determines to reject the
Cansent Order, the Cammissian will not seek further relief fram

respandents with respect to the Acquisition , except relief pursuant to.
Sectian 7A(g)1 afthe Claytan Act , 15 U. C. I8a(g)1 , and except that
the Commissian may exercise any and all rights to. enforce this
Agreement and the Consent Order to. which it is annexed and made a
part thereaf, as fallaws:

1. Respandents agree to. execute and be baund by the attached
Cansent Order.

2. If the Cammissian issues the Consent Order and in the event that
respandents acquire a Newly-Acquired Hanickman Batting Opera-
tian , until the date the divestiture(s) required by the Consent Order is
(are) accamplished , res pan dents shall hald and ape rate the assets and
businesses assaciated with Newly-Acquired Hanickman Batting
Operations in the New York :vIetrapolitan Area as they are canstituted
and aperated at the time that respandents acquire them , separate and
apart an the fallowing terms and canditians:

a. The Xewly-Acquired Bottling Operatian , as it is constituted at the
time af acquisitian , shall be held separate and apart fram and shall be
aperated independently of all Existing Hanickman Batting Operatians
awned ar cantralled by respandents in the New Yark Metropolitan
Area.
b. Except as provided herein and as is necessary to assure

campliance with this Agreement and the Cansent Order, respandents
shall nat exercise directian ar cantral aver , 0.1' influence directly 0.1'

indirectly, the Newly-Acquired Hanickman Battling Operatian or any
af its operatians 0.1' businesses.

c. Respondents shall maintain the viability and marketability af the
Newly-Acquired Hanickman Batting Operation , shall maintain sepa-
rate financial and operating recards far it , and shall nat sell , transfer
encumber (ather than in the normal course af business), 0.1' otherwise
impair its marketability 0.1' viability.
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d. Respondents shall not permit any director, officer , employee or
agent of respondents to be a director, officer, or employee of the
Newly-Acquired Honickman Botting Operation held separate under
this Agreement, except as provided in subparagraph h of this
paragraph 2.

e. Except as required by law, and except to the extent that

necessary information is exchanged in defending investigations or
litigation or in negotiating agreements to dispose of assets , respon-
dents shall not receive or have access to any confidential or
proprietary information of the Xewly-Acquired Honickman Bottling
Operation.

f. Respondents shall not change the composition of the management
of the Newly-Acquired Honickman Botting Operation except to the
extent necessary to comply with the Agreement.

g. All material transactions , out of the ordinary course of business
and not precluded by subparagraphs a - f of this paragraph 2 shall be
subject to a majority vote of the New Management Committee (as
defined in subparagraph h of this paragraph 2).

h. Respondents shall establish an entity to conduct the Newly-
Acquired Honickman Bottling Operation in accordance with this
Agreement. Respondents shall also select a new three-person Man-

agement Committee ("Management Committee ) to govern such

entity; provided, however that such Management Committee shall
consist of no more than one Honickman or BBAC director, officer
employee , or agent of any Existing Honickman Bottling Operation.
Except as permitted by this Agreement, the member of the Manage-
ment Committee who is also a director, offcer, employee or agent of
an Existing Honickman Bottling Operation , shall not receive material
confidential information as to profitability and sales and shall not
disclose any such information received under this Agreement to
respondents or use it to obtain any advantage for respondents. Said
member of the Management Committee who is also a director, officer

employee or agent of an Existing Honickman Bottling Operation , shall

enter into a confidentiality agreement prohibiting disclosure of
confidential information. Such Management Committee member shall
participate in matters which come before the Management Committee
only for the limited purpose of considering a capital investment or

other transactions exceeding $200 000 and carrying out respondents

responsibility to assure that the Kewly-Acquired Honickman Bottling
Operations are maintained in such manner as wi1 permit their
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divestiture as ongoing, viable assets. Except as permitted by this
Agreement, such Management Committee member shall not partici-
pate in any matter, or attempt to influence the votes of the other

Management Committee members with respect to matters that would
involve a conflict of interest if respondents and the Newly-Acquired
Honickman Botting Operation were separate and independent enti-
ties, Meetings of the Management Committee during the term of this
Agreement shall be stenographically transcribed and the transcripts
retained for two (2) years after the termination of this Agreement.

(i) All earnings and profits of the Newly-Acquired Honickman
Bottling Operation shall be retained separately in that Operation, If
necessary, respondents shall provide the Newly-Acquired Honickman
Bottling Operation with sufficient working capital to operate at the
current rate of operation,

3, For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with this
Agreement, subject to any legally recognized privilege, and upon
written request with reasonable notice to respondents made to their
counsel , respondents shall permit any duly authorized representative
or representatives of the Commission:

a. Access during the office hours of any entity owned or controlled
by respondents and in the presence of counsel to inspect and copy all
books , ledgers, accounts , correspondence, memoranda, and other
records and documents in the possession or under the control of

respondents relating to compliance with this Agreement;
b. l'pon five (5) days notice to respondents , and without restraint or

interference from them, to interview officers or employees 
respondents , who may have counsel present, regarding any such
matters,
4, This agreement shall not be binding until approved by the

Commission.

ADDENDUM TO AGREEMENT COXTAINING CONSENT ORDER

TO PRESERVE SEVEN- UP BROOKLYN FRA CHISES

This Addendum to Agreement Containing Consent Order to
Preserve Seven-Up Brooklyn Franchises (" Addendum ) is by and

between Harold A. Honickman ("Honickman ), an individual , with a
place of residence at 66 Bayview Drive , Loveladies , Kew Jersey;
Brooklyn Beverage Acquisition Corporation (" BBAC" ), a corporation
with a principal place of business located at I 500 The Fidelity
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Building, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania; and the Federal Trade Commis-
sion (the "Commission ), an independent agency of the United States
Government , established under the Federal Trade Commission Act of
1914 , 15 L'. C. 41 et seq. (Honickman and BBAC individually, the
respondents ; Honickman , BBAC and the Commission collectively,

the "Parties

Premises

Whereas on or about July 30 and August 3, 1987 , respondents

acquired interests in certain assets acquired from Seven-Up Brooklyn
Botting Company, Inc. ("Acquisition ), which assets were operated
under the name of Seven-Up Brooklyn Botting Company; and

Whereas on or about December 13 , 1988 , respondents divested all

of their interests in the operating assets of Seven-Up Brooklyn
Botting Company (" Seven-Up Brooklyn ) to LTF 1987- , Inc. ; and

Whereas respondents and Seven-Up Brooklyn were both engaged
and respondents are still engaged , in the bottling or distribution of

carbonated soft drinks ("CSDs ), noncarbonated soft drinks , still

waters and carbonated waters in certain counties within the New
York Metropolitan Area; and

Whereas Seven-Up Brooklyn is now in a bankruptcy proceeding
that has made it incapable of manufacturing or distributing CSDs
noncarbonated soft drinks , still waters and carbonated waters; and

Whereas the Commission issued a Complaint alleging that the
Acquisition was unlawful under Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 15

C. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15
C. 45; and

Whereas the Commission is concerned that if temporary provision
is not made to continue the manufacture and distribution of the CSDs
previously manufactured and distributed by Seven-Up Brooklyn in the
franchise territories it served , such product temporarily would be

unavailable to consumers in such territories; and
Whereas the purpose of this Addendum is to:

(i) Maintain the uninterrupted competitive presence of the brands of
CSDs previously manufactured or distributed by Seven-Up Brooklyn
in the franchise territories previously serviced by it;

(ii) Preserve the CSD businesses of Seven-Up Brooklyn as indepen-
dent and viable businesses; and

(iii) Prevent anti competitive effects that might result from any
interim arrangement; and
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Whereas respondents ' entering into this Addendum shall in no way
be construed as an admission by respondents that the Acquisition is
unlawful; and

Whereas respondents understand and agree that no act or

transaction contemplated by this Addendum shall be deemed immune
or exempt from the provisions of the antitrust laws or the Federal
Trade Commission Act by reason of anything contained in this
Addendum.

Now, therefore the parties agree , in consideration of the Commis-
sion s agreement that , unless the Commission determines to reject the
Consent Order, the Commission will not seek further relief from

Respondents with respect to the Acquisition , except relief pursuant to
Section 7A(g)I of the Clayton Act , 15 U. C. lSa(g)l , and except that
the Commission may exercise any and all rights to enforce this
Addendum and the Consent Order to which it is annexed and made a
part thereof, as follows:

1. Respondents agree to execute and be bound by the Agreement
Containing Consent Order , signed by respondents on January 9 1991.

2. Respondents waive all rights to contest the validity of this
agreement.
3. Respondents may enter into an interim manufacturing and

distribution arrangement covering the CSDs previously manufactured
and distributed by Seven-Up Brooklyn on the following terms and
conditions:

a. The franchisors shall approve respondents ' interim manufactur-
ing and distribution arrangements and may rescind the arrangements
at any time for competitive or other reasons;

b. The manufacturing and distribution arrangement shall continue
for a period not to exceed 90 days, unless extended by the

Commission;
c. For all brands distributed on an interim basis , respondents shall

use all reasonable efforts to maintain the viability, marketabilty,
market share, and separate identity of all Seven-Up Brooklyn
businesses and franchises and the distinct brand identification of
Seven-Up Brooklyn brands and shall not sell , transfer , encumber
(other than in the normal course of business), or otherwise impair the
marketability, viability, or separate identity of the Seven-Up Brooklyn
businesses and franchises.

d. For all brands distributed on an interim basis , respondents shall
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use all reasonable efforts to maintain and preserve the shelf space of
all Seven- t:p Brooklyn businesses and franchises and shall not sell
transfer , encumber (other than in the normal course of business), or
otherwise impair the shelf space of the Seven-Up Brooklyn businesses
and franchises. Respondents shall raise no objections to , impose no

conditions on returning or refuse to return the shelf space to any new
owners of the Seven-Up Brooklyn businesses and franchises , provided

that respondents did not pay a fee for the shelf space or used the shelf
space for respondents ' existing brands and businesses before the date
that this Addendum was signed.

4. Upon ten days notice , the Federal Trade Commission may rescind
this Addendum, and respondents shall not raise any objections based

on the fact that the Commission has approved the manufacturing and
distribution arrangement.

5. For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with this
Addendum, subject to any legally recognized privilege, and upon

written request with reasonable notice to respondents made to their
counsel , respondents shall permit any duly authorized representative
or representatives of the Commission:

a. Access during the office hours of any entity owned or controlled
by respondents and in the presence of counsel to inspect and copy all
books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, memoranda, and other
records and documents in the possession or under the control of

respondents relating to compliance with this Addendum;
b. Upon five (5) days notice to respondents , and without restraint or

interference from them, to interview officers or employees 
respondents , who may have counsel present, regarding any such
matters.
6. This agreement shall not be binding until approved by the

Commission.

DISSE:-TING STATEME T OF CO:l)IISSIONER DEBORAH K. OWEN

Unlike the overwhelming majority of our consent orders in cases of
this nature , this consent order does not require Harold Honickman to
obtain prior Commission approval before acquiring soft drink bottling
companies that compete with him in the product and geographic

markets at issue in this case. When the Commission considered
whether to accept this order for public comment, I felt compelled to
dissent because I believed that the need for a prior approval provision
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in this order was substantiaL othing has been brought to my
attention during the public comment period to alter this conviction
and I still believe that the order setting this case should require Mr.
Honickman to obtain prior Commission approval before making anv
acquisition of a competing bottler in the markets in question. I
therefore dissent from the final acceptance of the consent order.
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order that was entered in

brought against Goodyear

Atlantic ). 2

Docket No. 6487 was fully litigated. The Commission s order was
modified in part by the Court of Appeals in 1966. Shell Oil Company
v. FTC 360 F. 2d 470 (5th Cir. 1966), cert. denied 385 U. S. 1002

(1967).
Shell asserts that , since the adjudication of the Commission s order

there have been changes of law and of fact that warrant reopening the
order and setting it aside.

Previously, the Commission reopened and set aside the order in the
companion case , both as to Atlantic, III FTC 662 (1989), and as to
Goodyear, 113 FTC 763 (August 21 , 1990), on the grounds that there
have been relevant changes of Jaw and there is no longer any need for
that order.

Shell argues that its order ought to be set aside as welL It does not

advance any arguments that were not urged on behalf of Atlantic and
Goodyear; rather , its arguments include the grounds articulated by
the Commission in setting aside the order in Docket No. 6486 as to
Atlantic and Goodyear.

The Commission has considered Shell's request and has concluded
that Shell has made a satisfactory showing of changed conditions of
law that warrants setting aside the entire order in Docket No. 6487 as
it applies to ShelL Significant changes of law since the entry of the
order in this matter warrant reopening and setting aside the order.

Background

a companion case, Docket No. 6486

and the Atlantic Refining Company

The Commission issued its complaint on January 11 , 1956 , alleging
that the sales commission agreement concerning tires , batteries and
other automotive accessories ("TBA") between Shell and Firestone
constituted an unfair method of competition in violation of Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The sales commission agree-
ment provided that, in return for Shell' s efforts to promote Firestone
TBA , Firestone would pay Shell a commission of ten percent on gross
sales made by Firestone to Shell franchisees. The initial decision of the
2 At/antic Refining Co.

Docket 6486 , 58 Frc 309 (1961), afrd 331 F.2d 394 (7th Cir. 1964), alfd 381
S. 357 reh' q den-led 382 C. S. 873 (1965), order set a JI:de 111 FTC 662 (1989) (as to Atlantic) ar.d 113

FTC 763 (August 21 , 1990) (as to Goodyea:") An additional case involved sales commission agreements
between petroleum product anc TilA product companies B.F GOOdl,'c Co. , 62 FTC 1172 (J 963), rev , 336

2d 754 (D. C. Cir. 1964), vacated Tenanded 381 l.. S. 739 (l965), op1 nion on remand 60 ITC 22 (1966),
rev 383 F. 2d 942 (D. C. Cir. 1967), Teu mnanded 393 U. S. 223 (1968), order mod1fied 75 FTC 110
(1969)
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hearing examiner was issued on October 23 , 1959. The Commission
opinion , issued on March 9, 1961 , found "Shell has sufficient
economic power over its wholesale and retail distributors to cause
them to purchase substantial amounts of sponsored TBA even without
the use of overt coercive tactics " and concluded "the use of the sales

commission plan in favor of Firestone constitutes an unfair method of
competition." 58 FTC 371 , 385. The Commission supported its
conclusion by finding that the agreements unlawfully restricted
competition in TBA products at the manufacturing, wholesale and
retail levels and denied consumers the benefits of competition. 58 FTC
at 385 , 414-15.

The Commission ordered Shell to cease:

1. All agreements under which Shell would receive anything of
value from vendors of TBA for sales to Shell franchisees;
2. Accepting anything of value for promoting the sale of any

vendor s TBA products;
3. Using contracts or other means to encourage its franchisees to

acquire any vendor s TBA products (other than Shell TBA products);
4. Monitoring the sale of any vendor s TBA products other than its

own;
5. Coercing Shell franchisees to acquire TBA products;
6. Preventing Shell franchisees from acquiring the TEA products of

their choice.

The Court of Appeals upheld the Commission s finding that the

sales commission agreement constituted an unfair method of competi-
tion. 3 The court found that Shell had economic power over its dealers

which it derived from its control of the dealers ' supplies of petroleum
products , short-term leases and equipment loan contracts , financing
arrangements and housekeeping requirements for dealers. See 360
2d at 479-481. The court of appeals affirmed the Commission

conclusions that Shell used its economic leverage over its dealers in
carrying out the sales commission plan , causing adverse competitive
effects in the TBA market in violation of Section 5. 360 F.2d at 486-
87; see also Atlantic Refining Co. 381 U.S. at 368 (Atlantic "exerted
the persuasion that is a natural incident of its economic power.

Although the court spoke of Shell' s "dominant economic power over
its dealers " 360 F. 2d at 479 , it did not make any findings concerning

:j 

She!! Oil Co. v FTC 350 F. 2d 470 (5th Cir. 1966). cal. den" 385 C.S. 1002 (1967).
4 See a/so Simpson 

1), Union QU Co 377 C.S. J3 (1964) (fear of rlOllenewai of s ,or. :erm leases 'Jsed to

(';.

force resal prices)
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the firm s market power in an interbrand market. But, the court of
appeals also determined that Shell had not coerced its franchisees and
therefore , declined to enforce paragraphs 5 and 6 , described above
that ordered Shell to cease coercing its dealers. 360 F.2d at 486.

The court of appeals viewed the commission sales agreements as

similar to tying arrangements. 360 F. 2d at 477. But the court
recognized that the agreements were not tying arrangements and

declined to apply a per se rule. 360 F. 2d at 477 , 487. See also
Atlantic Refining Co. 381 U.S. at 369 ("We recognize that the. 

. .

contract is not a tying arrangement." ). Instead , the anti competitive
effects of the commission sales agreements in the TBA market
especially the "destructive effects " on competitors of Firestone and
Goodyear, were examined. 360 F. 2d at 484. At the same time
however , consistent with the opinion of the Supreme Court in Atlantic
Refining Co. the court said that "extensive (full scaleJ economic

analysis of the competitive effect" was unnecessary. 360 F. 2d at 483
(alteration in original), quoting 381 U. S. at 371. Instead, it was

sufficient to find that a not insubstantial portion of the TBA market
was foreclosed. Id. 381 U.S. at 371. The Supreme Court also said
that the Commission need not consider "evidence of economic
justification" for the sales commission agreements: "While these
contracts may provide (ShellJ with an economical method of assuring
efficient product distribution among its dealers they also amount to a
device that permits (TBA J suppliers. . through the use of oil
company power, to effectively sew up large markets. " 381 U. S. at

371. Thus , while the court did not apply a per se standard , the

standard it applied was similar to ape" se standard , in that it did not
include a detailed explanation of the competitive effects of the

agreements. Any deviation from a per se standard rested on the

court' s insistence on evidence of Shell' s possession of some " dominant
power" over its dealers , its exercise of that power , and the effect of
that power over a not insubstantial amount of commerce. See 360 F.
2d at 487 (summarizing evidence).

Standard for Reopening a Final Order of the Commission

Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 lJ. C. 45(b),

provides that the Commission shall reopen an order to consider
whether it should be altered , modified , or set aside if the respondent
makes a satisfactory showing that changed conditions of law or
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fact" so require. 5 A satisfactory showing sufficient to require

reopening is made when a request to reopen identifies significant
changes in circumstances and shows that the changes eliminate the
need for the order or make continued application of the order
inequitable or harmful to competition. Louisiana Pacific Corp.

Docket No. C-2956 , Letter to John C. Hart (June 5 1986) at 4. See

Rep. No. 96-500 , 96th Cong. , 2d Sess. 9 (1979) (significant changes
or changes causing unfair disadvantage); see Phillips Petroleum Co.
Docket No. C- 1088, 78 FTC 1573 , 1575 (1971) (modification not

required for changes reasonably foreseeable at time of consent
negotiations); Pay Less Drugstores Northwest, Inc. Docket No C-

3039 , Letter to H.B. Hummelt (Jan. 22 , 1982) (changed conditions

must be unforeseeable, create severe competitive hardship and

eliminate dangers order sought to remedy) (unpublished); see also

United States v. Swift Co. 286 C.S. 106 , 119 (1932) ("clear

showing" of changes that eliminate reasons for order or such that
order causes unanticipated hardship).

The language of Section 5(b) plainly anticipates that the burden is
on the requester to make " a satisfactory showing" of changed
conditions to obtain reopening of the order. See also Gautreaux v.

Pierce 535 F. Supp. 423 , 426 (N.D. Il. 1982) (requester must show
exceptional circumstances , new , changed or unforeseen at the time

the decree was entered" ). The legislative history also makes clear that
the requester has the burden of showing, by means other than
conclusory statements , why an order should be modified. 6 If the

Commission determines that the requester has made the necessary

showing, the Commission must reopen the order to determine whether

Sertion 5(!J) provides , inpOirt

rTJhe Commission gila!: I"eopen any 5UC , order to consider whteher S'Jch order (includi g any affirmative

reliefprov:sion contained in such order) should be a:tered mod ifiedorsctaside. :nwholeorin part , if the

persoT. , partnel'ship, or corporator. involved fi:es a reqli€s: witr. the Commission whch makes a

satisfactory showing that changed conditions of law or fact require such oreer to be altered , modif:ed , 0,

set aside, :1'. whole or in paft
The 1980 amenriment to Section 5(b) did not change the staJldarC: for orde, reopening and modificatio1'. , but

codifieldl existing Cum mission pmcedures by requiring the Commission to reopen an order if the specified
showing is made " S. Rep. No. 96. 500 , 96tr. Cong. , 2d Sess. 9- 10 (1978), and added the require!nnt tnat the

Commission act on petitions to reopen within 120 days of fi illg.
6 The leg:slative history of amended Section 5(h), S. Hep. No. 96- 500 , 96th Cong.. 2d Sess. 9- 10 (1979),

states:

Unmeritorious , time-cor.suming; and di:atory requests are not to be condo:wd. A mere facial demorlSratior.
of char,ged facts or cjl" umstances is not suff:cien:. .. T e Comm:ssion. to reemphasize , :ray properly

decline to reopen lIn order if a request is merely eonclusory or otherwise fai:s to se'- forth specific facts

demonstratir.g in detail the nature of tr.e er.aJlgeri canditor.s and tr.e reasor.s why these changed

condtions I'equire the requested modification of tr.e order
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modification is required and, if so, the nature and extent of the

modification. The Commission is not required to reopen the order
however, if the requester fails to meet its burden of making the
satisfactory showing of changed conditions required by the statute.
The requester s burden is not a light one in view of the public interest
in repose and the finality of Commission orders. See Federated
Department Stores, Inc. v. Moitie 425 U.S. 394 (1981) (strong public
interest considerations support repose and finality); Bowman Trans-
p07'tat'ion , Inc. v. Arkansas-Best Freight System, Inc. 419 U.S. 281

296 (1974) ("sound basis for. . . (not reopening) except in the most
extraordinary circumstances

); 

RSR Corp. v. FTC 656 F.2d 718;
721- 22 (D. C. Cir. 1981) (applying Bowman Transportation standard
to FTC order).

Shell has requested that the Commission reopen and set aside the
order because changed conditions of fact and of law require such
action. For the reasons described below, changes of law warrant

reopening and setting aside the order against Shell. Having reopened
and set aside the order on the basis of changes of law , the Commission
does not reach the issue of whether the changes of fact warrant
reopen mg.

Changed Conditions of Law Warrant Reopening the Order

A change in law that is sufficient to require reopening is one that
has the effect of bringing the terms of the order in conflct with

existing law. See Louisiana-Pacific Corp. Docket C-2956 , slip op. at
20 ( ov. 15 , 1989); Lenox, Inc. Docket 8718 , 111 FTC 612 , 614

(1989). Shell claims that, since the order was entered, the law
applicable to tying arrangements and non price vertical restraints has
changed significantly, requiring consideration of issues that were not
considered when the order was entered. Shell asserts that the
decisions in United States v. Fortner Enterprises , Inc. 429 U.S. 610
(1977) and Jefferson Parish Hospital District No. 2 v. Hyde, 466

S. 2 , 17- 18 (1984), require a showing that " the Commission in 1961
did not require , that Shell had market power in the tying product-
retail gasoline sales. " Request at 11. Shell also asserts that the
Commission did not in 1961 consider the possible justifications for the
sales commission agreements , as required by the decision in Continen-
tal T. V , Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, Inc. 433 U.S. 36 (1977). Request at
10- 15.

The Commission has concluded that the order in this matter should
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be reopened for two reasons. First, because the earlier analysis that
formed the basis for the Commission s 1961 order did not rest on a
determination regarding the market power of the respondents

determination that would be an integral part of such an analysis under
Fortner and Hyde-the Commission has concluded that the legal
standard for liability has changed. Second , the Commission did not
consider "evidence of economic justification" for the sales commission
agreements. This was consistent with the opinion of the Supreme
Court in Atlantic Refining Co. 381 U.S. 357 , 371 (1965), even

though , the Court said , the agreements "may provide. . .an economi-
cal method of assuring efficient product distribution. Id. at 369. To

the extent that this case involved nonprice vertical restraints by a
supplier, inquiry into economic justifications has been required since
the decision of the Supreme Court in Continental T. v. , Inc. v. GTE
Sylvania, Inc. 433 U.S. 36 (1977). These conclusions are consistent
with the Commission s actions vacating the orders in Atlantic and

Goodrich.

The Order Should Ee Set Aside

The question remains whether modification of the order is appropri-
ate. An order is not automatically set aside on the ground that the law
has changed , unless the petitioner also shows that there is no need for
the order or continued application of the order is inequitable or

harmful to competition. See Lenox, Inc. Docket 8718 111 FTC 612
614 (1989); Bulova Watch Co. , Inc. 102 FTC 1834 (1983). See also

Louisiana Pacific Corp. Docket C-2956 , slip. op. at 6-7 (Nov. 27
1989).

Shell has satisfied the standard to have the order set aside. As in
the companion case involving Atlantic and Goodyear , the Commission

never had evidence that Shell , the oil marketing company, possessed
economic power" as that term has been understood since Fortner

supra. 7 Furthermore, since 1961 , the influence of gas station
franchisors over franchisees has been limited by enactment of the
Petroleum Marketing Practices Act , 15 U. C. 2801 et seg. in 1978.

Shell has also shown that there is no need for the order by citing
evidence that gas stations as a group currently have too small a

market share to produce substantial competitive effects on TEA
distribution. Gas stations nationwide sold only 3 percent of replace-

1 The Commission s 1961 opinion in Docket 6487 suggests that Shell' s share of national gasoline sales was

on tbe order of 5 percent. 58 ITC at 407.
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ment batteries and 8 percent of replacement tires in 1987 , compared
respectively, to 44 percent and 37 percent of such replacement sales in
1961. 58 FTC at 325-26; Request at 18. Specialty stores and mass
merchandisers have become more important suppliers of these
products. Request at 18- 19. As a result, distribution arrangements
like those at issue in this case would not likely have the same adverse
foreclosure and entry deterring effects on competition in the TBA
market that the Commission found in 1961.

Accordingly, it is ordered that this matter be reopened and that the
Commission s order in Docket No. 6487 issued on March 9 , 1961 , be
set aside as to Shell Oil Co. as of the date of this order.

Commissioner Yao not participating.
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IN THE MATTER OF

ADVENTIST HEALTH SYSTEM/WEST , ET AL.

Docket 9234. Interlocutory Order, August , 1991

ORDER

This matter has been heard by the Commission upon the appeal

from the initial decision of counsel supporting the complaint , and upon

briefs and oral argument in support of and in opposition to the appeaL
For the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion , the Commission

has determined to reverse the initial decision and remand the matter
for further proceedings. Therefore

It is ordered That the initial decision of the Administrative Law
Judge is reversed and the matter remanded for further proceedings in
accordance with this order and accompanying opinion.
By the Commission

OPINION OF THE COYIYIISSIOX 1

By Strenio Commissioner:

The issue presented here in whether the Administrative Law Judge
ALJ" ) erred when he granted Adventist Health System/West'
AHS/West" ) and Ukiah Adventist Hospital' s ("Ukiah Adventist"

motion to dismiss and motion for summary decision on the ground
that respondents ' acquisition of substantially all the assets of Ukiah
General Hospital ("UGH") did not satisfy the jurisdictional require-
ments of the Clayton Act. We find that the ALJ erred when he
granted the motion to dismiss. His order is reversed and the matter
remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

On November 7 , 1989 , the Federal Trade Commission (" Commis-

*Prior to leavir.g tne Commission , Commiss:oner Strenio reg-istered a votc in the affirmative for the Order
and Opinion of the Commissior, in this matter. Com'-flissione Yao die not register a vote in this matter.

1 The following alibreviat:ons Oire used in this opinion

STIr.
CCAB -
RAB

ceRE -
IDA

StipL;lations (.June 19 , 1990) (in camera).

Appeal Brief of Counsel Supporting :r.e COfT,plaint (Sept 10 , 1990)

Brief of Appellees Advcr. tist Health Sys:em/Wcs . and U;':ah Adver. tist Hosp:tal (Oct. 11 , 1990)

Reply Br e: of Cou;Jsel SUPJJorjng he Complaint (Oct. 23 , 1990).

Official Transcript of the ant; Arg-umentoefore the Feder l Trade Comm:ssion (Dec. 18 , 1990)
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sion" or "FTC" ) issued a complaint alleging that respondents Ukiah
Adventist and AHS/West, two nonprofit religious corporations
violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 15 U. C, 18, when they

acquired substantially all the assets of UGH.' Complaint , 10
20, The complaint sets forth two separate and distinct bases for the
Commission s subject matter jurisdiction. The first is that Section 11
of the Clayton Act , 15 U. C. 21 , provides the FTC with jurisdiction to
enforce Section 7 of the Clayton Act over assets acquisitions by not-
for- profit corporations. See Complaint , 4 , 20. The second is (2)
that this assets acquisition was "tantamount in its effects to a
merger" and therefore subject to the stock or share capital provision
of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Complaint 20.

Respondents ' answer to the complaint denies most of the allegations
and raises three affirmative defenses. Only one of those defenses , that
the FTC lacks Section 7 jurisdiction over this acquisition , is relevant to
this appeal. 4

Respondents filed a motion to dismiss the complaint on January 19
1990. The motion sought dismissal on the grounds that the FTC lacks
jurisdiction under either Section 7 or Section 11 of the Clayton Act
and that respondents ' activities in or affecting interstate commerce
are insubstantial. Respondents further requested that the AU stay
further proceedings pending a final decision on the jurisdictional
issue.

Complaint counsel opposed the motion to dismiss , arguing that: (1)
the FTC has authority under Section 1!(a) of the Clayton Act to
enforce Section 7 of the Clayton Act against nonprofit hospitals; (2)
respondents ' acquisition is subject to antitrust scrutiny under Section
7 if it is found to be "tantamount in its effects to a merger ; (3)

respondents have failed to show that, as a matter of law , the

interstate commerce tests of Section 7 of the Clayton Act cannot be
2 The complaint alleges that t:1C acqu:sj".ior. was rradc by both l:kiah Adver. tist and AHS/\Vest , through its

control of, and affiliation with , Ukiah Advenist Complaint . '\ 12. Resporlde;Jts disagree and assc that the
acq;jisitior, was made sulely by Ckiah Adventist and that AHS/West " served only as the guarantor fur the
acquis:tio;J. See STIP. at 1 n. l. Because botr. Ukiah Adventist and AHS/Wcst arc not- for-profit corporatiom
this iss'e has no bearing or. the pendjng appeal.

3 Of cour , the c01r.piaint also alleges that " respor,der. ts have oee); and arf' now eng-ag-ing in or affecting
corr. mf'rce within the meaning of Section 1 of the C:a1'ton Act , as amended , 15 lJS, C, 12." Complaint , ., 6

.: The two other affirmative defenses asserted 01' respondents al' f': (1) that the Comrr. ission lacks)urisdict:on
bf'cause of lJkiah Adventist s insubstantial e:'fec . on interstate commerce; and (2) that the combination of two
inf'ffirif'nt hosp:tals ' operat:or. s is:n the best interest ofhealtf: care consumers. Answer at R. 13 (Dec. 26
19R9), In ligr. t of the procedura: posture ofthio c"sc , r,eithf'r of these two affirmat:ve defenses is before usf!)r
review. Th' , we inti;natc no decision as to t.r.eir mf'rits and await fLiITr. er proceedings before ceciding- whether

these defenses arc rr,eritoriou:;.
5 Sa Respondents

' Motion to Dismiss (Jan, 19 , 1990).
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satisfied in this matter; and (4) respondents ' request for a stay should
be denied.

On February 8 , 1990 , Chief Administrative Law Judge Lewis F.
Parker issued his Order Ruling on Respondents ' Motion to Dismiss. (3)
In that Order , the ALJ granted respondents ' motion to dismiss on the
issue of Section 7's reach over a " pure" assets acquisition. He
deferred rulings on the interstate commerce question and the issue of
whether the challenged transaction is " tantamount in its effects to a
merger" until the factual record on those issues could be completed.
He also declined to stay the proceedings pending a final determination
on the jurisdictional issue. Order Ruling on Respondents ' Motion to
Dismiss (Feb. 8 , 1990).

Respondents then requested that the ALJ certify to the Commission
the "tantamount in its effects to a merger" issue, the interstate
commerce issue , and the question of whether the proceedings should
be stayed pending a determination of these issues. 7 Complaint counsel

opposed respondents ' application 8 and filed its own request with the
ALJ to file an application for review by the Commission of the portion
of the ALJ's February 8, 1990 Order holding that the Commission

lacks jurisdiction over the challenged transaction under the assets
acquisition clause of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 9 On March 6 1990
the ALJ issued his Order Denying Complaint Counsel' s and Respon-

dents ' Requests for Permission to File Applications for Review. 
After the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit issued its

decision in United States v. Rockford Memorial Corp. 898 F. 2d 1278

(7th Cir.), cert. denied 111 S. Ct. 295 (1990), both (4) complaint
counsel and respondents fied motions for reconsideration with the
ALJ The ALJ denied both motions.

6 Com;Jlaint Cour. se;' s MemoranduIT. 0: Poir.ts ar.d AuL orjtics in Opposition to Respo dents ' Motion to

Dismiss (.Jan. 29 , 1990)
7 Applicatio , :cr Review d RL::ir.g or. Respondents ' :\lotion to Djsn;iss (feo. J 3 , 1990).

S Complair.
t Counsers Opposition o Responcents ' Application for Review (Feb. 26 , 1990)

9 Complair, t Counse:' s Req'Jcst to FJe Application for Bcview of Order on Respondents ' :\fotion to Dismiss

(Feb. 23. 1990). Res;)onde ts replied to complai t CO'Jnsel' s February' 23 , 1990 request. See Respondents

Answer in Oppositio:1 to Corr.pjaint Counse:' s Request. :0 File Application for Review (March 6 , 1990).

10 On :\1arch 15 , J 990, after' the ALJ den ed respor.dents ' Appi:cation for Rev;ew of RuEng on Respondents

Motion 1. Dismiss , respondent' fied Hespondcnts ' Request for a Writ of Mandamus to Compel Certification of

a Controliir:g Question of Law or for DisF..issal Due to the Lack 0: n' c Jurisdiction. Complaint counsel
opposed that requf'st. Complaint Counsf'l' s Reply to Respondents ' Request for Writ of Mandamus (March 22

1990), Tr.e Comrr.ission never r':ed on respm:dems ' request.
1: 

See Motior. for Recor. siderat:or, (Apri: 13 , 1990) (complaint co' nsel' s motior. ): Respondents ' :\lotion for

ReconsicnCition (Aprij 25 1990)
12 

See Ordr:' Denying CompLaint Co' nsel' s :'V1ot.ion for Reconsideration of Part II of Order Ruling- on

Respo :dents ' Motion to Di:;m:ss (Apri. 26 , 1990): Ordf'f Der. ying Hespor.deTits ' Mot:or. for Reconsideration

(:\1ayS , 1990)
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After the parties agreed to be bound to a stipulated record on the

issue of whether the transaction was "tantamount in its effects to a
merger " the parties filed cross-motions for summary decision. !3 On

August 2 , 1990 , the AU issued his initial decision , in which he held
that this assets acquisition was not tantamount in its effects to a
merger and the Commission therefore cannot challenge it under

Section 7 of the Clayton Act. The AU dismissed the complaint.
Counsel supporting the complaint appealed the AU' s initial decision

to the Commission.

II. ISSCES

The issues before the Commission are twofold. First, whether
Section 7 of the Clayton Act reaches assets acquisitions by not- for-
profit corporations by operation of Section 11 of the Clayton Act.
Second, whether the purchase of assets that occurred in this
transaction was " tantamount in its effects to a merger" and therefore
subject to the stock or share capital provision of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act. If the resolution of either of these two issues is in the
affirmative , then the decision of the AU must be reversed and the
matter remanded for further proceedings.

We will treat respondents ' motion for summary decision as a
renewed motion to dismiss and treat the AU' s grant of respondents
motion in the initial decision as a grant of a motion to dismiss. As
such , the standard of review for both issues before the Commission is
identical. (5)

III. SECTION 7's REACH OVER ASSETS ACQUISITIOKS

BY NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATIONS

We begin with the premise that " (iJmmunity from the antitrust laws
is not lightly implied. United States 1). Philadelphia Nat' l Bank 374

S. 321 , 348 (1963) (quoting California v. Federal Power Commis-
sion, 369 U. S. 482 , 485 (1962)). Our examination of the arguments
and the relevant authorities has led us to the conclusion that Section 7

of the Clayton Act reaches anti competitive assets acquisitions by not-
for-profit corporations , even if those corporations are not subject to
the FTC' s jurisdiction under the FTC Act. In other words , we find the
Clayton Act to be a separate and distinct basis for the Commission
jurisdiction in nonprofit transactions such as this one.

13 
See COIT.plaint Cuur.sel's Mo:ior1 for Partia: Summary Decision (July 8 , 1990); Responcents ' .\otion for

Surmna!)' Decision (Ju:y 20 , 1990). ApPiil"Cntiy, cwnplaint counsel's molion was " /.ilrb, '" because jf it
prevailed , utr.er jurisd:ctional and substar. tive issues sti:l IVould r.eed to be resolved, On tr.e othe hand , if
rcspor.dents prevOJi!ed. the l'ornp:air,1. would be distr.issed for lack of subJcct matter Jurisdiction
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The complaint in this case alleges that respondents are "persons
within the meaning of the Clayton Act and thereby subject to
jurisdiction of those with enforcement authority under that Act.
Section l(a) of the Clayton Act defines "persons" to " include
corporations and associations existing under or authorized by the laws
of. . . any State. " 15 U. C. 12(a). Thus , the Clayton Act contains a
broad definition of " persons" who are subject thereto and that
definition makes no exception for nonprofit corporations.

While broadly defining the "persons " subject to the Clayton Act
Congress created certain exemptions from the Act's coverage in
Section 6 of the Clayton Act, 15 U. C. 17. Where Congress
specifically exempts , inference of other exemptions is difficult to
assert and sustain.

Congress clarified further the application of certain provisions of
the Clayton Act as to nonprofit institutions when , in 1938 , it enacted
the Non-Profit Institutions Act, which amended the Robinson-Patman
provisions of the Clayton Act , to exempt expressly certain nonprofit
institutions from Robinson-Patman coverage. The amendment pro-
vides that nothing in the Rohinson-Patman Act " shall apply to
purchases of their supplies for their own use by schools , colleges

universities , public libraries, churches , hospitals, and charitable
institutions not operated for profit." 15 D. C. 13c. This amendment
demonstrates that Congress has utilized its power to exclude not-for-
profit entities , including hospitals , from the requirements of certain
provisions of the Clayton Act through clear language , and accordingly
not by implication.

Both parties claim support for their respective positions from the
text of the statutes , the legislative histories and case law. These
subjects are discussed below. (6)

A. The Text of the Relevant Statutes

The Commission s complaint refers to Section 11 of the Clayton Act
as the basis for its jurisdiction. See Complaint"l'i , 4. 14 Section II(a)

provides as follows:

Authority to enforce compliance with Sections 2 , 3 , 7 , and 8 of (the C!aylonJ Act by
the persons respectively subject thereto is vested in the Interstate Commerce

Commission where app!icable to common carriers subject to subtitle IV of title 19; in
the Federal Communications Commission where applicable to common carriers

: Tile ol"eamhle to the complaint a;50 states tr.at tr.e Com:nission " crcby issues :ts r()mplain , pursuant to

::1e pt"ovi;;ions d Section 11 0: the Clayton Art, ao aF..cndcd , 1 CS-G. 21. 
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engaged in wire or radio communication or radio transmission of energy; in the
Secretary of Transportation where applicable to air carriers and foreign air carriers
subject to the Federal Aviation Act of 1958; in the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System where applicable to banks , banking associations , and trust compa-
nies; and in the Federal Trade Commission where applicable to all other character of
commerce, . .

15 U. C. 21(a). In this case , the complaint alleges that the acquisition
in question violates Section 7 of the Clayton Act and jurisdiction to
challenge the acquisition is based on Section I I. Section 7 provides in
relevant part as follows:

No person engaged in commerce or in any activity affecting commerce shall
acquire , directly or indirectly, the whole or any part of the stock or other share capital
and no person subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission shall
acquire the whole or any part of the assets of another person also engaged in

commerce or in any activity affecting commerce , where in any line of commerce or in
any activity affecting commen e in any section of the country, the effect of such

acquisition may be substantially to lessen compctition, or to tend to create a

monopoly.

15 D. C. 18. (7)
Section 7 of the Clayton Act contains two distinct clauses by which

acquisitions are measured. The first is known as the "stock acquisition
clause " and the second is known as the " assets acquisition clause.
While both clauses are germane to this appeal , only the assets
acquisition clause is relevant to the not- far-profit corporation issue. 
This is because the stock acquisition clause applies to all "persons
within the meaning of the Clayton Act and the assets acquisition
clause applies only to " persons " who are " subject to the jurisdiction of
the Federal Trade Commission.

The issue in this appeal is the meaning of the phrase " subject to the
jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission. " Complaint counsel

argues that this " phrase refers to the Commission s jurisdiction under
Section 11" of the Clayton Act. See, e. CCAE at 18. Respondents
argue that this phrase refers to the Commission s jurisdiction under
the FTC Act, and that the Commission therefore lacks jurisdiction
because of the limited definition of " corporation " in Section 4 of the

FTC Act. See, e. RAE at 13- 14.
Respondents argue vigorously that complaint counsel's reading of

the statutory provisions is incorrect and characterize complaint
15 The stock acqu!si i()n i:IaIJSI s re:l'Vil:t to the " tilUan O\ln: in i:3 effec:s to a merger" isslie which is

discussed 1J(hG at iJage iH
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counsel' s argument as follows: Complaint counsel relies upon Section
II of the Clayton Act as the jurisdictional basis for this case. For
alleged anticompetitive acquisitions such as this one , Section 11 refers
to persons subject to Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Section 7's assets

acquisition clause (the clause relied upon by complaint counsel for this
part of its case) refers to persons " subject to the jurisdiction of the

Federal Trade Commission. " Complaint counsel then-erroneously in
respondents ' view- looks back to Section 11 of the Clayton Act to see
if respondents are persons subject to the jurisdiction of the FTC.
Respondents have no quarrel with complaint counsel' s use of

Section 11 as the starting point , or the subsequent move to Section 7.
They argue that from Section 7 , we should proceed to Section 4 of the
FTC Act instead of returning to Section 11 of the Clayton Act. To do
otherwise, they assert, is to engage in circular reasoning.

However , this argument by respondents fails to recognize that
complaint counsel' s statutory analysis is not necessarily circular
because it goes from one paragraph of Section 11 , then to Section 7
and then back to that same Section 11 paragraph. Instead , complaint
counsel' s statutory analysis begins with the (8) initial portion of
Section l1(a) of the Clayton Act , 16 then moves to the assets
acquisition provision of Section 7 17 and finally ends with the
concluding portion of Section 11(a)I8 Referring to two provisions
within the same paragraph at different points in the analysis does not
constitute a fatal " circularity" problem as suggested by respondents.

If respondents ' arguments were taken to their logical conclusion
the result would be that neither the FTC , the Department of Justice
the state attorneys general nor private parties would have authority to
file suit under the Clayton Act to enjoin or otherwise redress plainly
anticompetitive assets acquisitions by not- for-profit corporations.

16 "
Authority to enfane compliance with Sections 2 , 3 , 7 , and 8 of this Act by the persons respectively

subject thereto :s hCI"cby vested;o .. " 15 D, C. 21(a).

!1 "
fKJo perSO!1 subject to the Jurisdiction of ')1f Federal Trade Commiss:on shall acc;uire , directly or

indirect:y, the whole or any part of the assets of another perSM. engaged in commerce. .. " 15 U. C. 18.

Jurisdictior. to cnfo inter alia Section 7 is conferred upon four specific regulatory ag-enries where
applirable and " in the Federal Trade Cornmio:sion where applicable to all otlwr e:1araetcr of commerce..
e.sc. 21(a). The four other specific regulator)' agencies prov:ded specific grants of Jurisdictior. in Section
l1(a) of the Claytor. Act are tr.e: (1) Interstate Commerce Comr.ission; (2) Federal C01y,mur, ications

Commission; (3) Department of Trar.sportation; ar.d (4) Federal Reserve Board. 
19 Indeec

, as respondents' counsel asserted during the oral argurned before the Commission, it is

respondents ' position that no one hasjurisciction undcreithe rchc stock acql,:sition rlause or the assets
acquisition cl::use of Section 7 of the Clay.on Act to pursue anticompctitivl' acqli:si lons made by not- for-profit

(:orporations. See TOA at 28- 32 (colloiji.y betweer. Commissioner Owen a d counsel for respondents as well as

colloquy hetweer. Chairmar. Steiger and r.:.msel for responder. ts); Ie!. at 47. 48 (colloquy between

Commissioner Strenio ar.d cOi.nsel for responrJents).
(footnotecont
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Respondents' reasoning is that the Section 7 assets acquisition clause
may be (9) applied only to a "person subject to the jurisdiction of the
Federal Trade Commission. " If respondents are correct that this
phrase refers to the FTC Act, and since Section 4 of the FTC Act
expressly excludes most nonprofit corporations from its coverage , no
one could challenge an anticompetitive assets acquisition under
Section 7 of the Clayton Act if consummated by a corporation that is
not "organized to carryon business for its own profit or that of its
members.

Another statutory provision supplies additional guidance on how to
interpret properly the phrase " subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal
Trade Commission " from Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Section 11 of

the FTC Act provides as follows;

Nothing contained in Lthe Federa! Trade CommissionJ Act shall be construed to
prevent or interfere with the enforcement of the provisions of the antitrust Acts or the
Acts to regulate commerce, nor shall anything contained in the (Federal Trade

CommissionJ Act be construed to alter, modify, or repeal the said antitrust Acts or the
Acts to regulate commerce or any part or parts thereof.

15 U. C. 51. Section 4 of the FTC Act defines "Antitrust Acts" to
include the Clayton Act. 15 U. C. 44. The express language of

Section 11 of the FTC Act , in turn , prohibits a construction of the FTC
Act that would alter or modify the Clayton Act. 

Complaint counsel argues that respondents ' approach of applying
the FTC Act' s narrower definition of corporations to Section 7 of the
Clayton Act in effect impermissibly would construe the FTC Act in a
manner that would alter or modify the Clayton Act. In light of the
express language used in Section 11 of the FTC Act, we agree.

Respondents seek to apply the FTC Act's definition of "corpora-
tion " to limit the reach of Section 7. However , even though complaint
counsel's appeal brief raised the Section 11 of the FTC Act issue (see
CCAB at 19), respondents did not respond in their brief. During oral
argument respondents appeared to take the position that Section 11 of
the FTC Act applies only to the substantive scope of the other
antitrust laws and not to the (10) identities of those who may be

We note that respondent.s ' iD erpretat:on of Sedion 7 in this regard appears to run counter to the admonition
of the Supreme Court in United StatfS L'. Ph11adeiphia Nal l Hank 374 C. S. 321 , 343 (1963): "It is
nquestioned that the stock-acfjl;i:;ition rrovision of 7 embraces every corporation engaged :n commerce

including banks.
20 See a/so Haf61er 

United Stutes. 585 F. SL:pp. 354 , 358 (N. D. Ill. 1984), modified 757 F2d 920 (7tr.
Cir. 1985) (" lA"lli the sc' ctioTisof a sing-Ie statL:te should be presumed to have been drafted with reference to
one another: the who:e statu e is the ron:ext for construction of any of i:s individua: sertions.'')
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subject to the jurisdiction of the other antitrust laws.
21 However , no

support for respondents ' proposition is evident in the text of Section
11 of the FTC Act or in the cases construing that provision. 

Respondents point out that the Clayton Act and the FTC Act are to
be read in pari materia and conclude that "Congress did not need to
delineate an exemption for not-far-profits in Section I I of the Clayton
Act because not-far-profits were specifically excluded from the
jurisdiction of the FTC. See RAE at 25 (emphasis in original). We
agree with respondents that the two statutes are to be read in pari
materia but do not agree that this leads to respondents ' conclusion.

Respondents contend that "the two statutes were intended to serve
the same function-to supplement the Sherman Act and prevent
restraints of trade. Id. at 24. While the two statutes (11) clearly are
complementary, their language and legislative histories show that
they serve different functions.

Congress created the Federal Trade Commission with two principal
objectives. The first was to gather and publish information regarding
the profitability and practices of major businesses. 22 The second was

to define and curtail unfair business practices as such practices
developed. The Clayton Act , on the other hand , contained no similar
information gathering and reporting provisions and deemed unlawful
certain broadly-defined practices. 

The different emphases of the two Acts support an inference that
21 At oral argumer.t before the Commissiof., this issue wa" probec witr. responde,.

!". 

See TOA at 38-

During the ural argument the fo:lowing colloquy f'llsued with respar. dents ' COL:m:el.

CO)'MISSIO !:, STRE:-IO: But I am c' Jrious as to why it is that Section 11 of the FTC Act DUg!".t not to be

g1VC!l the effect that , 011 tr.e fact afit , it is apparently intended to have. At least , that is the argument

MR. CA:.PHELL: I agree. J don t view restrict:ng the applicabiiiy to tn!' entities enu;neratcd lo be a
restriction on the scope of the Act. I think that hasta do with the substanb'epowc!"sof:he Act , and so!

frankly view that as a non sequitc;r

ld. at 41.
22 

See lJmted States v. ChrI8, Pfizer 20,'1 F. Supp. 91 , 96 (S.

:\'

Y. 19(;2) (eve;\ though the facts

c;nderlying a subsequent Sherman Ac: proseclition were " in many respects identical" to a prior FTC corr.p:aint

Section 1 J of the FTC Act was construed to permit simu:taneous or successive prosecutions); United. States v

Cement In. 85 F. Supp. 344 , 347 (D. Co:o, 1949) (" It would seem ' e Federal T:';Jde Cum mission Act W;JS

nutdesig-ned to ir, terferewith , or detract from:heexercise of the authority and duty of the Attorney Gener;JI

to sf'ek enforcemer. t of the Sherman Act , as it especially provides that no ordf'r of the Commission , or

jurlg-mer. , shall in anywise relieve or absolve any person :rom iiaiJility ur.derthf' ant:-:rustacts , which are

riefi Jcd as including the Snerman Act."
23 See , e. R. Rep. No, 533 , 63d Cong. , 2d Sf'ss., pI. 1 , at 2- 4 (J!J14) reprinted ill 5 E, Kintnel' The

Legistatij,' e History of the Federal An!- tn!st Laws and Retated StohL/, at 37,'16- 58 lhereir,a,fter K11ltlier),

51 Congo Rec, SR42- 43 (1!JJ.), 1'p1'nted in 5 K111tner at 3783- 86 (statemer.t of Rep, Coving'c

). 

See also 

Bla:sdell The Federal Trude COJn1lus5ion An EJ:penmeJlt 1 n the Control of B;'!siness 105-20 (1932); G.

Henderson The Federol Trade C01l1)/ ssion. A Study 111 Ad11I1 nistratll'e L(i' alld j-rocedJlre J9. 24- , 45-

46 (1924); Sthercr Sw;iight and S1m5e! at the Federal Trade COI!!n1'8, ioll . 42 Adrr. in, 1. Rev, 461 (1990)

, SI , e. 11(nel at 989-90 (discussing different err.phasis in scope of c;"yton am: FTC Acts)
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Congress was wiling to tolerate some undefined unfair methods of
competition by certain not-for-profit entities , but not those practices
specifically condemned by the Clayton Act (such as unlawful tying
arrangements , acquisitions and interlocking directorates), There is
nothing ilogical in denying the authority for the Commission to
enforce the "unfairness" provisions in Section 5 of the FTC Act
against certain not- for- profit corporations , but granting the authority
under Section 11 of the Clayton Act for the Commission to enforce
that statute s specific prohibitions against all "persons" subject to
that Act.

We conclude that the plain language of Sections 7 and 11 of the
Clayton Act strongly supports the proposition that Section 7 prohibits
anticompetitive assets acquisitions by not-for-profit corporations , even

when such corporations are not subject to the requirements of the FTC
Act. Although our analysis might end here , we nonetheless look to the
legislative histories of the relevant statutes to see if they support a
different resolution. In construing congressional intent as discussed
below, we are mindful that to interpret the Clayton Act otherwise

would create a significant loophole in the coverage of this important
(12) antitrust statute, Our reading of the statute is buttressed both by
the legislative histories and the case law,

B. The Relevant Legislative Histories

We now examine the legislative histories of these Acts and
amendments to them , as they shed additional light on their proper

interpretation.

1, The Original Clayton Act

Our examination of the relevant legislative histories begins with the
original Clayton Act, as well as its amendments, because the
complaint alleges a violation of that statute, Respondents have not
identified, and our independent examination has not uncovered
anything in the legislative history of the Clayton Act discussing not-
for-profit entities, Thus , if any congressional intent did exist to
exempt not-for-profit entities from Clayton Act enforcement by the
FTC , it would have to be inferred from other actions of Congress and
the statements of individual Members of Congress.

Congress passed the FTC Act about one month before it passed the
Clayton Act." It thus had the opportunity to conform the Clayton Act

2.0 The H0C)Sf' of Represen' ativcs was the la t cblTher to pass each Act. The PTC t paO'seri the House of

(footr.otecor. t'd)
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to the FTC Act , if it had wanted to do so. This fact leads to a credible
inference that Congress meant for the limitation on the Commission
jurisdiction over not- far-profit entities to be confined to matters
arising under the FTC Act.
Respondents argue that the FTC Act's jurisdictional limitations

were imported into Section 11 of the Clayton Act when Congress
accepted an amendment to the original proposed Clayton Act
enforcement language. See RAB at 26-28. Respondents ' argument
can be summarized by the following passage they quote from United
States 1). FCC 652 F.2d 72 , 84 (D. C. Cir. 1980) (en bane) (emphasis
supplied by respondents):

During much of the time the Clayton Act was debated the enforcement provisions
of the two bi!1s lthe Clayton bill and the FTC bill) were identical. In fact, the Senate
committee that reported the Clayton Act proposed language in the bil stipulating
that , once a complaint has issued

, "

thereupon (18) such proceedings shall be had as
are provided for in section 5 of the LFTCJ act." See 51 Cong.Rec. 14224 (Aug. 25

1914) .. Since the FTC hill harl not yet been passed, however , the committee
decided it wmdd be inappropriate to refer specifically to that Act in the Clayton Act.
It lherefore substituted for the formulation quoted above the actual language of
Section 5 afthe FTC bill as it then existed. Id. at 14321- 14322 (Aug. 27 , 1914).

There is no indieation in the Jegislative hisiory of the Clayton Act that that Act was
intended to vest any less discretion in its enforcement ageneics than the FTC Act
vested h2 the FTC. On the contrary, the express purpose of using the language- as it
was at the time---of Section 5 of the FTC bill was to ensure that the enforcement

pnJ1i. I:()nS of the Clayton and FTC Acts v)ould be exactly the same. 51 Cong.Ree.

14224 (Aug. 25 , 1914) (statement of Senator Walsh); see Ash G,.ove Cement Co. v
FTC 577 F.2d 1368 . 1374 n. 9 (9th Cir.), ceTt. demed 439 C.S. 982 . 99 S.Ct. 571 , 58
LEd. 2d 653 (1978).

Respondents assert that this history evinces a congressional
intention to confine Clayton Act enforcement by the Commission to
entities subject to FTC Act jurisdiction. Respondents further assert
that the subsequent incorporation , through substitution , into the

Clayton Act of language from Section 5 of the FTC Act is an
additional indication of this hypothesized intent. But, neither the
statutes nor their legislative histories support this proffered conclu-
sion. Instead , this combination of legislative history and congressional
action bolsters the exercise of FTC jurisdiction over not- for-profit
corporations in Clayton Act cases.
E.epresen:H':ives on Scp cmbcl' 10 , 181! (See 51 Cong, E.er., 1494 (1914), repnJiled 11! 5 Kintner at 4756)

Hnd :hc Ciuj"ton Act pa ((i : Jc HVJse o Re;Jesf'nt,,:. ivf's on Ck:obel' S . 1914 (see 51 Congo H.ec. 16341 (1811),

e/Hililed ;11 3 Xill!'In' at 2S33. 'J4)
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The language respondents cite deals with procedural, and not
jurisdictional, provisions. 26 While Congress intended to keep the

procedures under the Clayton Act and the FTC Act harmonious, (14J

there is not discernible legislative intent to bring into conformity the
respective jurisdictions conferred under the two Acts. Indeed , Senator
Walsh , whose remarks are cited by the court in United States v. FCC
viewed the rationale as " obvious

Section 2 dea!s with one phase and aspeet of unfair competition , as that expression
is understood . in the trade commission bill. If therefore complaint were made of
unfair competition by price cutting, charged as a violation of Section 5 of the trade
commission bil, the procedure before the trade commission would be after one
manner. If, however, price cutting were charged in violation of the provisions of
Section 2 of this bil, the procedure would be before the trade commission , but by
entirely different proeecding. I apprehend that no one would question that the two
should be harmonized if that system is to go into force and effect at all.

51 Congo Rec. 14266 (1914), reprinted in Kintner at 2114.

Respondents ' arguments also are not supported by the remaining
fragments of the legislative history they have cited 27 (15J including

one sentence uttered by Senator Reed during an extended floor debate
on the Clayton bil in which he asked that the Senate reconsider its

2t Respor.dents ' quotation from Lhn:/eei Stales 1', FCC, as repeated in the text of this opinion , deleted the
fol:owing sentence from the cr.d of the first paragraph: " Th:s langDage was ultimately adopted as Section
ll(b) of the Clayto . Act a s will'. us still" 652 F. 2d at 84, Section l1(b) 0: the Gayton Ad is a purely
procedural provisio . That jJuv sion is almost identic a! to SectioT. 5(b) of the vrc Act , whi( h sets fortI'. similar

procedures
2, For exampie . respo:lden:s r;uotf' a:l exchange between Senator Poindexter ami Senator Walsh in which

Ser. ator Walsh CDTlclur:f'd that " a Federal Trade CO;::ll:ssion will be created wllh some powers, HAB at 20.
quoting 51 Cong, Rf'c, 14323 (1914), repril1ted '/n K1nUwl' at 2161 (err.phasis added by respondents)

Respondents assert that the under::r.ed portio . is a ";ur:sdictional reference to the FTC Act." lei. Tilis is simply

incorrect. The en:irf' relevar. t exchmge is as follows

Mr. Poindexter, :'fr. Presider. Jnderstood that the Senator froIT. Montana s:1bsnute the amendment

woie: was adopted th:s morning for the one he offered yesterday because the Federal trade commission

erredto bad not yet been establiohed.; notice that the ame dmcnt I: offerer: this morning-sets out the
s!lf'rifir proredure; bLit :t s jll ves:" t.he jurisdictio'j in tile Fecieral Trade Commission and there is no such
institut.ion. pst thought. I would ra:l the Senator s "-tter, tion ila , in view of tile fact that he has bf'en
dealing with tnat general s bJect

Mr, Walsh. M:'. Presicenl. the fact had not bcen ovedookec. We have indulged the expectatior. , or at leas:
the hope, that a Federal Trade Comm:ssion will be created with somc powers

r, Poindexter, hopf' t:1e Sena';or s expectation w:1I be realized , but mlich prefer the amendment he had
on vesterdav , c.s being simpler in forIT. , rathert".an rf'peating:n a second statute the detai:s ofproc:edure
If you are going to an:icipa:e YO-J migU as wen anticipate in one case as in t.he other. ,Sl Cor.g. H.ee. at
14323 (1914). reprinted in ntlln at 2161 (emphasis added)

While Senator Poindexte:" s principal poi!l Ivas tha: :t madc :ittle sC' se to delete a reference to a O!l-

('xiotentagency and replace it with a procedure provision adopted froIT. a Iloll-existent statu:f' , the import of

the di8.:()gue is significanl, TI;e amcTlirnen:s l'e:ated solely to procecbre and law enforcement actions- The
Clayt.o!l Bi. , both before a,.d afte" toe a "ITld:-:ents

, :

ad Jli;isdietional provision" di"tinct from those :r, :h;
FTC Arc
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vote to delete Section 4 from the Senate version of the bill. See RAB at
, quoting 51 Congo Rec. 14090 (1914), reprinted in Kintner 

1990. The decision to delete Section 4 , which forbade tying arrange-
ments , had been made "in consequence of the passage of the trade
commission bill." 51 Congo Rec. 14089 (1914), reprinted in Kintner
at 1988 (statement of Senator Culberson). 28 In urging reconsider-

ation , Senator Reed said:

As I was remarking, the trade commission finds its authority to act with reference
to the practices referred to in Section 4 of this bill , if it finds it anywhere , in Section 5
of the trade commission bill. Section 5 simply provides "that unfair competition in
commerce is hereby declared unlawfuL"

Id. at 14090 reprinted in Kintner at 1990. (16)

As of August 21 , 1914 , at the moment Senator Reed was urging the
Senate to put Section 4 back into the Clayton bill, the trade
commission bil was still pending in the Congress; its "exact nature
and terms " were unknown (Id. at 14322 (statement of Senator

Walsh)); the version of the Clayton bil that had passed the House of
Representatives did not even provide for FTC enforcement of the
Clayton Act (H.R. 15657 , 63d Cong. , 2d Sess. (1914), reprinted in 

Kintner at 1728-38); and the Senate had not yet voted on the

committee proposal that the trade commission be given enforcement
authority over certain provisions in the Clayton Act. 

29 Senator Reed'

comments concern the future Commission s likely ability, or inability,

to challenge tying arrangements under Section 5 or the trade

commission bill. (51 Congo Rec. 14089- 92 (1914), reprinted in 3

Kintner at 1987-95). His reference to the Commission s subject

matter jurisdiction under Section 5 of the trade commission bill cannot
be equated with a congressional intention to exempt not- for-profit
entities from FTC enforcement actions brought under the Clayton
Act. 30 (17)

28 " Passagf' '' ir. this case ca;J ot "efer to final actio:,. by both Houses of Cor,gre;;s befol' e sending the bi!: to

the Pres:dent, slt1ce such actio:" Dcc'Jrrf'd several weeks late!- Hne , it :ikely reff'rs to anion by onc of th
Houses

29 The Senate began its debate on Section 90 on August 25 , 1914. 51 Congo Rec, 14223 et seq, (1911),

Teprin'ed In Kintner at 2066 et seq.; see id. at 14266. repnJ1ted in K1ntne" at 2114 (s erneJit of

ator Walsh).
:10 In its report on H.R. 15657 , the Senate Judie;"ry Comrr;ittee stressed that the bill was not intended to

alter the Sherman Ad (wh:ch ad dcfineci co,por,,:ions i . a w,,y that included no :o,- profit cerpe!"ations), and

stated tbt certa n provisions of the proposed l"w s!1(uld be enforced by a new agency, " to \)(" c,ea' " the
Federal Trade COF,mission

, "

in the case 0: inchid'Jals and corpo!"atioTJ ober than ban: s ami corr.mon

car!"iers. " S, liep- \'0, 698, 53d CO Jg" 2d Sess. 2 , 42 (1914), reprinted 1; 2 Kintna at 1H4-
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2. The Original Federal Trade Commission Act

There appears to be no disagreement in this case that Section 4 of
the FTC Act contains an express limitation on the definition of

corporation " that precludes any enforcement of Section 5 of the FTC
Act against a corporation unless it " is organized to carry on business
for its own profit or that of its members. " Respondents have not

pointed to anything in the legislative history of the FTC Act, express
or implied , that this definition of "corporation " was meant to apply to
the Clayton Act. Our examination of this legislative history also has
not yielded any support for such an interpretation of Section 4 of the
FTC Act. To the contrary, as discussed previously, we think that
Section 11 of the FTC Act expressly precludes such an interpretation.
Furthermore , as previously noted , in Section 6 of the Clayton Act , 15

C. 17, and in the Non-Profit Institutions Act, 15 U. C. 13c

Congress chose to provide certain exemptions which pointedly do not
include the one urged by respondents.

3. The 1950 Amendments

By 1950 it was clear that Section 7 of the Clayton Act was an
ineffective tool for preventing anticompetitive acquisitions and merg-
ers. As we have noted , the original Section 7 prohibited only stock

acquisitions. Asset acquisitions were beyond the statute s reach. See
United States v. Columb1:a Steel Co. 334 U.S. 495 , 507 n. 7 (1947).

Hence , the statute s strictures were easily evaded. Furthermore , the
Supreme Court had held that the Federal Trade Commission could not
remedy an unlawful stock acquisition by ordering the divestiture of
assets. See Arrow-Hart Hegeman Elec. Co. v. FTC 291 1.. S. 587
(1934); Thatcher Mfg. Co. v. FTC and Swift Co. v. FTC decided
together with FTC v. Western Meat Co. 272 U.S. 554 (1926).

It was against this general background that Congress in 1950
enacted the Celler-Kefauver Antimerger Act, 64 Stat. 1125-
(1950). The Act amended Section 7 to include an assets acquisition
provision. As amended , Section 7 provided in pertinent part:

Ko corporation engaged in commerce shall acquire , directly or indirectly, the whole
01' any part of the stOl k or other share capital and no corporation subject to the
jurisdiction afthe Federal Trade Comm,:ssi()n shall acquiTe the whole or any part of

the assets of another cOTporat"ion engaged also in commerce , where in any line of
commerce in any section of the country, the effect of such acquisition may be
substantially to (18) lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly.
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Id. (emphasis added). The Act also amended Section 11 to make clear
the Commission s power to compel the divestiture of assets , but did
not modify, in any significant way, 31 the language in the first
paragraph of Section 11 , which vests jurisdiction in the various

agencies to enforce Sections 2 , 3, 7 and 8 of the Clayton Act.

Nothing in the language of the CeUer-Kefauver Act or in its
legislative history suggests a congressional purpose to limit or restrict
the Commission s jurisdiction. Indeed , respondents concede that " (iJn

none of the reports and debates leading up to the enactment of the
1950 Amendments to Section 7 is there any discussion of the activities
of either not-for-profit community hospitals or any other not-for-profit
institutions. " RAB at 29; see United States v. Rockford Memorial
Corp. 898 F. 2d 1278, 1280-81 (7th Cir.

), 

cert. denied 111 S. Ct. 295
(1990). Similarly we divine no intent in the CeUer-Kefauver Act to
change the Clayton Act' s jurisdictional bases to require the FTC to
enforce the Clayton Act under the jurisdictional limitations of a
separate statute. 32 (19)

One more point regarding the CeUer-Kefauver Act merits discus-
sion. Congress reenacted much of the original language in Sections 7
and 11 when it passed the CeUer-Kefauver Act. This is significant
because the unambiguous purpose of the 1950 amendment was to
expand the coverage of Section 7 and close loopholes in the existing
legislation. In Philadelphia National Bank the Court held that
Section 7's stock acquisition clause took on a broader coverage
because ofthe 1950 amendments , even though the words in the clause
were unchanged:

Thus , the stoek- acquisition provision of S 7 , though reenacted in haec ' verba by the

1r. the intervening years the sE'ct:on had been amer.ded to vest cnforeement authori:y in the Federal
Communications Commiss:on and the evil Aeror. Jtics Authority- The on:y mocifiraLon to Section 11 ' s first
parag:aph made i;, 195U was to cr.nge "Cvil Aeronautcs Authori:y" to " Civi: AerorJaLitics B01\I" c" See 

ReD. Xo. 1775 , 81st Cong. , 2d Sess., 8 (1950), I")win!ed in Kintli)' at 3526.

2 Tile logica: conclusion ofrcspondenb' argument is that the "Ju:isdiction " c:ause :' : Section 7 :s nonser. se.

Assum:r:g arg1umdo that the Com :ssion s au:hority to e force the Claylon Art derives from Sedior. 5 of the
FTC Act, it follows tf.at the COIT.miss:or. lacks aubority to er.ol" ,in)' ;mwis:on 0: Sectio s 2 , 3 , 7 , or 8 of tile

Clayton Act against not- for-profit entities , including be stock acqu sition rla'Jse in Section 7. But if that were

correct , i: would follow ' Congress was redundant in eliminat:r.g, as responden:s contend , the Co:nmission

jurisdiction over not- fo:-profi enti:ies :T. the asset acq' isitjo . clause. See Philadelphia Nat' llJank 374 C.

at 34C.

While responcen:s might answer tr. a: the "JurisdicLon " clause works:o exempt !Oot- for- DroLt entities not
only from FTC JurischtioJi lJ't also fro IT. law suits by any o,J.er plaint!:, this a swer is ur. teJ:a'ole. Nothing i!1

Ce!:er-Kefauver evinces a purpose to exempt r.ot- for"profit entities, If Congress intended to cl"'a:e so broad a
gap in Section 7 coverage , :t could have sDeJ!ed out ba :r. tion in :i".e lar.gJage of t!le statute. We deciine 

hole that we can ;mply cor:gre"sional inter.t:o exemrt not- for-profit enti :es f!' om Jlil' :sdiction \\!Hcrl no express

ianguage , :r.tent or purpose exists to support that detern:inaticn.
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1950 amendment , must be deemed expanded in its new context to include , at the very
least , acquisitions by merger or consolidation , transactions which entail a transfer of
stock of the parties , while the assets-acquisition provision clearly reaches corporate
acquisitions involving no such transfer.

374 U. S. at 346.

Doubt-if any-about the Commission s jurisdiction under the
original , 1914 , version of Section 11 should be resolved by the " new
context" in which the reenacted language appears in 1950. As we
have noted , and as respondents have conceded , Congress did not even
consider exempting not- for-profit entities in 1950.

4. The 1977 and 1989 Proposals to Amend the FTC Act and
the 1980 Amendment to the Clayton Act

Respondents have implied in their brief and during oral argument
that statements made by former FTC officials to Congress concerning
the scope of FTC Act coverage in the nonprofit area limit the
Commission s jurisdiction over nonprofit corporations under the
Clayton Act. See RAB at 15 n. 5; TOA at 34, It is clear from the full
context of the statements of those former FTC offcials that their
remarks were limited to a discussion of FTC Act jurisdiction and there
was no consideration given to the FTC' s authority to enforce the
Clayton Act.
In 1977 , then-FTC Chairman Collier testified in support of a bill

that would have amended several provisions in the FTC Act , including
Section 4' s definition of "corporation, " Federal Trade Commission
Amendments of 1977 and Oversight: (20) Hearings on H.R. 3816
Before the Subcomm. on Consumer Protection and Finance of the
House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce , 95th Cong. , 1st
Sess. 68 et seq. (1977) (statement ofHon. Calvin J. Collier , Chairman
FTC). In his oral statement , Chairman Collier said: "The bill would
make several changes in the jurisdiction of the Commission. In
particular , it would: (I) Broaden the Teach 0/ the FTC Act 

redefining " corporation " to include nonprofit corporations. , . , Id. 

69 (emphasis added). This oral testimony focuses solely on the
Commission s authority under the FTC Act and does not bear in any
way on its authority, responsibilities , or jurisdiction under the Clayton
Act.

Chairman Collier s written testimony (Id. at 81-82) is even clearer
in this regard. After discussing the difficulties the Commission had
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experienced in dealing with
Act cases 33 he said:

nonprofit" respondents in several FTC

Thus , recent interpretations of Section 4 have made it difficult for the Commission
without considerab!e delay and expense, to reach the anticompetitive or deceptive
practices of any nonprofit corporation , whether of a charitable character or not. The
result has naturally been to discourage Commission activities with respect to
nonprofit organizations , even though it is increasingly clear that "charitable
organizations ha'&'e been responsible for ' ve?'Y substantial fraud and other condud
that violates the FTC Act.
Id. at 82 (emphasis added). 34 (21)

Thus , there is nothing " inconsistent" between Chairman Collier
congressional testimony in J 977 and our conclusion in this case that
the Commission has jurisdiction under Section 11 of the Clayton Act
to enforce that Act against not-for-profit corporations. 35

The same result obtains with respect to then-Director of the FTC
Bureau of Consumer Protection MacLeod' s 1989 testimony which
respondents offered into the Record. See pages 171- 84 of the Record.

Deceptive Fundraising by Charities: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on
Transportation and Hazardous Materials of the House Comm. on
Energy and Commerce, 101st Cong. , 1st Sess. 82-88 (1989). Mr.
MacLeod never refers to the Clayton Act in that testimony. Moreover
he states , in part: Absent some other grounds for jurisdiction
are unlikely to open an investigation into charities that have been
granted tax-exempt status by the IRS under Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code. Id. at 176 (emphasis added). Thus, Me.

1 Cha:rman Collier d:scussed cr rr. entio::ed: FTC Cemrnl In, 333 U, S, 683 (1948); FTC v, ,

'\'

at1onai

Comm n on t:gg Nll1n l1on 517 1",2d 85 (7th Cir, 1972); Commun1!y mood Bank oj Kon CIty Area , Inc, v,

FTC 405 f, 2d 1011 (8tr. Cir. 1969); Chamber 0/ Commerce v FTC 13 F. 2d 673 (8th Cif. 1926)

Cement Inshiule actua!:y concenlPd violatior,s of ooth the FTC Act and the Clay or: Ar. , but the trade

associaLor. woos piainiy operatir,g for the profit 0: i;s mer.bers, and Chairr:an Collie cited the case as ar.
example in wh' ch " the language of Section 4 die cot :Jresent a serious problen:, " Hearir.gs on H.R 3816 at 82
Inctt' ed, it appears that tlIC ;ur:sdirtiona: issue was not eve:: Etigated ir. that case

54 That Chairr.wn Collier s comments involved ::1e FTC Act , ar,d not :he Claytor, Act , :s further evir.ced 61' a

dialogue between CO:1gressman Rr, aldo alld Cr, airman Collier in which C:1f,irmar, CoL:er rderred only '
expanded Commission jJrisdict:or. over entitieo engaged in " udair or deceptive acts or practices affecting
com:-p.rce ar,d l;nfa:r methoQ of com;JCtition ",;'fecLng co mp.rce" to ref. , EDr exampie , false solicitat:ons

and false acvertis:' :g by nonpYoi'it enUico Th1;;' , hi" a:1"wers were director. tD the Vl'C Act'o definition of
cCl' poraLor. " and the Con r..issior"s power :0 enforce the I, rC Act, not the Clayton Act. Id at 99,

35 H,es:JoncteJ:ts also point to a com' nent by a repYesentative of nine r,onprofi: organizations , stating her
understanding that a:1 arrtenelT,on: to the FTC Act would I'/ork to make nonprofit entil:es sub3ect to SectiDn 7

HAB at 30 , citing Federa! Trade Cornmiss:oc Ame:1dme!"ts of 1977 and OversigH: Hearings on H,R 3816

Before the S' :bcomTT" or, Consu:Tler Practice ar,d Finance of tile HOllse Comn:, o , Ir.te,state and Foreig:1

COr.r..erce , 95th Cont. , lst Sess. a:, 537 (1977) (testimony of Frances 1. F2.rentr,old), Another representative

of those orgarhatior. s stated that it was no: c:ea:' whcthel' ne'JI;)rofit e ti:ies I\!ere then subject to Section 7 of

the Claytor. Act. lei, at 517 (test.imony of Julian /\twater). Thes

, :"

ol\!eVer , are :I e views of witr,esscs with

whom we cisagree for the ,ame reasons we dis,!g:'ee wit J res;)onde
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MacLeod' s testimony leaves open the possibility of alternative grounds
for Commission jurisdiction over certain not- for-profit corporations,
In 1980 , Section 7 of the Clayton Act was amended , once again , to

prohibit anticompetitive acquisitions by any "person" of another
person. " Previously, the statute had prohibited such acquisitions by,

or of, a " corporation, Compare 15 U, C, 18 with 64 Stat. 1125

(1950), The amendment was intended to close a loophole in Section
7's coverage and to bring Section 7 into line with the coverage of the
Hart- Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act. 15 V, C, 18a. (22)

See R. Rep, !\o, 871 , 96th Cong. , 2d Sess. 2 (1980), reprinted in

1980 U. S, Code Congo & Admin, News 2732.
This amendment is worth noting for two reasons. First , it again

expanded the coverage of Section 7 and manifests a repeated
congressional intention to reach nearly all transactions that may have
anti competitive effects , exempting only " pure" asset acquisitions in
certain regulated industries. See Um:ted States V. Philadelphia Nat'

Bank 374 U.S. 321 , 342 (1963), This suggests that the jurisdictional
provisions in Section 11 of the Act should not be construed narrowly
to exempt a class of entities by implication, Second , by deleting the
reference to " corporation " in favor of " person " the 1980 amendment
makes Section 7 reach all entities , as defined in Section I of the Act
15 U, C, 12 , subject to the Act. If prior to 1980 there was an
argument that the term "corporation" under the Clayton Act was
synonymous with the term "corporation" under the FTC Act , that
argument has been precluded by inserting the term "person " into

Section 7, '" (23)
% We ink the two statL;tes would :lot Sl1jJort S' C:) ,in i tNpl' etatio J mel"elyoecause lJoth define

corporation, " Any cont\,sion on he point might arise OIl:Y hf'cause the FTC Act ce:"incs the term expressly,
while Loc S:ocrman "nei Clayton Ar..s define ::I,e term by stating that " person " includes corporation

Respondents turn be 19RO amendment 0;. :ts head wher. they assel1. t!lat . 01' a 1endi!1g Section i , but nol

Sect:m: 11

, "

Congress reaff:I' ;:,ed th"t the 'Jurisc.:ctic:r, al )'ech 0: Section 7 of be Clay10n Ac " fwas' eo-

extensive witI'. that of Section 5 of the .FTC Art, '" HAB at :-30- , quoting HR. Rep, Ko. R71 , at ,S, supra. A:;

with respondents ' o:her ci:a jons to he legi:;:ative i: ;steI1' , :J:is one needs to be pLit ir. to context. Tile entire
relevantquotei:;:

Section 7 was :r.ter.ded to s'Jpplemenl tl".c She mal; Act by reachng :;.c:pier.l monopo:ics and reslrai lls of

trade before they becon e f'J:1 :. edgeri 'llonopolies s'iojen to the j.JniscrijJtilms of Seelior. 2 o:the Sherman
Act. it is anomaloLis t

" '

he stat' te desigo:ed te prevent inr:pient monopo:;cs b.as less JJrisdictional reach
than L1C statutI' ril'signed to prevent theJse of monopoly power i!1 cont:avcnLon to ;he la\\.

(The pe!1ding :egis;aLor. j wuulri l"erY.ove ar. arbi rary Err.i:a:ion ontne :aw tr.ereby hringing Section i ::1tu

jl'risdictionai hal' mor,y witl, Sections 1 and 2 of he Shenr.an Act and Sect:o , 7 A of the Clay;o . Act. The

jUI' isdic:.ionai reach of SecLo . I of the Claytcr. Art will aso become co-exte! sive wit t:1e authori

grilr. ted o t ,e FTC under Section 5 of the FTC Act

Id. at 4-

It is dif:ic. i!l to see how a statute can be " in l1anTlGny" witl' Sectior. s 1 ar.d 2 uf t.he Sr.eI'Tlar. Act , alld

Seclio;. 7A of the Clilyton Ad (all of whirl, ,each nOllprofit cnti ie:;-- allC: olle d wi1ich :s enforceu by the

:fI1U:: .(COll :I\
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We think that the structures and plain meaning of the FTC and the
Clayton Acts and their legislative histories taken together demon-

strate that acquisitions by not- for-profit entities are within the
Commission s reach in enforcing the Clayton Act.

C, The Relevant Case Law

1. The Philadelphia National Bank Decision

The most significant case expounding upon the jurisdictional basis
for Section 7 of the Clayton Act is the Supreme Court's decision in
United States v. Philadelphia National Bank 374 U.S. 321 (1963).

In that case , the Department of Justice challenged the consolidation of
the second- and third- largest commercial banks in the Philadelphia
metropolitan area under both Section 1 of the Sherman Act and

Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

In the text of its opinion , the Court makes a straightforward
statement concerning the limitations on the FTC' s jurisdiction: "The

FTC , under 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, has no

jurisdiction over banks. 15 U. C. 45(a)(6). Therefore , if the proposed
merger be deemed an assets acquisition , it is not within 

"37 This is

a fairly strong conclusion by the Court that it is the FTC Act , rather
than anything else , that precludes the FTC from enforcing Section 7
of the Clayton Act against banks. Indeed , if this were the end of the
analysis and we had to apply the quoted sentences to not- for-profit
corporations without more , we would be reluctant to decide that
assets acquisitions by not- for-profit corporations are subject to the
Clayton Act. (24)

However, the above quote is not the end of the analysis. First, the
issue of the FTC' s jurisdiction over assets acquisitions involving banks
was not the subject of more than a cursory analysis by the parties
before the Court. In fact , the parties appear to have assumed that

Commission (1, Section 7A , 15 C. c. 18a)) and "co-exte sive" with Sectjo . 5 of the FTC Act. Cnlcs5 the

whole quotation is considered in context , it is amb:g'JOld. In rontex: , i: demonstrates a congressional purpose

to expand Section 7 to its full limit a d not a desire to li it FTC enforcerr.en: authority. See United Stater; 

Rockford Memorial Corp" 898 F. 2d at 1281
374 U. S. at 336 (footnote omit:ed)

38 
See lJwited States 1' J'u iou.elphia l'.Jational Bo.n!, in 13 Antit 'Jst Law: :Major Briefs and Oral Arguments

oftne SU;Jfeme Court of the Uded States , 1955 Tern: - 1975 Term 1- 376 (P, Kurland & G. Casper eci, 1979)

This probably explains -he :1 st sentence of Justice Harlan " disser.l: " 1 SL:spert that no one w:l be more

suryr:sed than the Guver::ment to Lr.d :hat the Ciayton Act as calTied 1.'11" day for its case in this COL:!"", " 374

S. at 373 (Harlan , J. , dissen::ng) (JL:otice S f'wart jo:r. cd in that dissen:).
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the Commission lacked such jurisdiction and the record is, at best
confusing regarding the basis for this assumption. 

Second , in the footnote that accompanies the quote from the Court'
opinion , the Court addressed the relationship of Sections 7 and II of

the Clayton Act. In relevant part , the Court stated: 

LIJt is clear from the language of S 11 that "banks , banking associations , and trust
companies " are meant to comprise a distinct "character of commerce " and so cannot
be part of the "other character of eommercc " reserved to the FTC.

The exclusion of banks from the FTC' s jurisdiction appears to have been motivated
by the fact that the banks were already subject to extensive federal administrative

controls. See 1' C. H'lxst Son 7). Federal Trade Cmnm 268 F. 874 , 877

(IJ.C.ED. Va. 1920).

Obviously, not- for-profit corporations are different from banks in the
sense that not- for-profit corporations do not "comprise a distinct
character of commerce '" as defined under Section 11. While hospitals

may comprise a distinct character of commerce , (25) respondents are
not arguing that it is their status as hospitals that makes them
exempt from FTC jurisdiction , but their status as not- for-profit
corporations. After all , there is no doubt that proprietary hospitals are
subject to the assets acquisition clause of Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

Third, the Court appeared to be impressed that the banking
industry was " already subject to extensive federal administrative
controls. " Neither not-far-profit corporations nor hospitals are includ-
ed in the four highly-regulated industries specified in Section II (i.

ICC-regulated common carriers, FCC-regulated common carriers
DOT-regulated air carriers , and FRB-regulated banks).

Fourth , respondents ' interpretation of Philadelphia National Bank
runs counter to the overall thrust of the Court' s opinion. The Court
construed broadly the 1950 Celler-Kefauver amendment to Section 7
that added the assets acquisition clause to fill a perceived gap in
antitrust enforcement: " lTJhe basic congressional design clearly
"9 Of COUi" , because the JL; tice Df'par ment argued:n Philadelphia l\iat\ona! llrmk and the Court agreer.

that it was : e stoc: acquisitio,. cla'Jse 0:' Sectio . 7 that provided the jurisdicLom.l basis for the ;Imposed bar.
consolid,,:ion , there was li:tIe need for precision or. the ssue of wr_y the c.ssets acquisition clause did no
providejurisciction.

1d- at 336 n. Jl.
41 Later i its opinion. the Court added tr. at excluding IrO:T Sec ion 7 coverage as;:et;: acquisitions not by

merger in industries out ide the VIC' s )CJ!"iodietion "does no'. appear to create a lacuna of practical
Jporta!1ce " lr. at 344 ( ootnote o:Titted). 1n il - Oiccompanying- footno , the Court explained tr. ilt

admi:1istrative ager.cies such as the CAB (wnose lu :ctiuns \V€l'e taken over by DOT year:; after Le Court
cpinion), FRS , ar.d Ice provide adeqLiate review 01 industr'y part:cipan:;: wi:r.n thf'ir j'Jrisdiction so that " th('

exclusion of assets acql:isiLons : . such ind'Jstries from % 7 waul Ii seem ' 0 r.ave litLe s:gnificar.ce. la'. at 34

22. Once aga: . L analysis Goes not apply to acquis'ion;: by r. ot. for' rro:it corporations or hospitals
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emerges and from the design the answers to these questions may be
inferred. Congress primarily sought to bring mergers within 7 and

thereby close what it regarded as a loophole in the section. " 374 U.
at 341.

In addition, it appears that the Court sought to interpret the

amended Section 7 as broadly as possibly while placing the least
possible limitation on the assets acquisition clause:

In other words , Congress contemplated that the 1950 amendment would give 9 7 a
reach which would bring the entire range of corporate amalgamations , from pure
stock acquisitions to pure assets acquisitions , within the scope of S 7. Thus , the stock-
acquisition and assets- acquisition provisions read together reach mergers , which fit
neither category perfectly but lie somewhere between the two ends of the (26)
spectrum. . . . So construed , the specific exception for acquiring corporations not
subject to the FTC's jurisdiction excludes from the coverage of S 7 only assets
acquisitions by such corporations when not accomplished by merger.

ld. at 342 (emphasis in original). The Court made this point most
forcefully when it provided its rationale for the statutory construction
it employed: "Any other construction would be ilogical and disres-
pectful of the plain congressional purpose in amending , because it
would create a large loophole. ld. at 343. Similarly, the Court
declared that the 1950 amendment to the Clayton Act "was clearly
intended to remove all question concerning the FTC' s remedial power
over corporate acquisitions , and therefore explicitly enlarged the
FTC' s jurisdiction. ld. at 348.

Thus , it is fair to read the Court' s opinion in Philadelphia National
Bank as interpreting Section 7 expansively. A corollary point
buttresses this conclusion. As the Court said:

It is settled law that " fiJmmunity from the antitrust laws is not lightly implied.
California v. Federal Power Comm 369 l1 S. 482 , 485. Cf. United States v.
Borden Co. 308 U. S. 188 , 198- 199; l)Y/'ited States v. Souther'l' Pac. Co. 259 U.

214 239- 240. This canon of construction , which reflects the felt indispensable role of
antitrust policy ir: the maintenance of a free economy, is controlling here. For there is
no indication in the legislative history to the 1950 amendment of S 7 that Congress
wished to confer a special dispensation upon the banking industry; if Congrcss had so
wished , moreover, surely it would have exemptcd the industry from the stock-
acquisition as well as the assets- aequisition provision.

ld. at 348. As Part lItE. of this opinion establishes , there is no
indication in the legislative history to the FTC Act , the Clayton Act or
amendments to those statutes that Congress intended to confer a
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special dispensation upon not-for-profit entities for purposes of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act or that Congress intended to have the

FTC Act interpreted as a restriction on the Clayton Act. To the
contrary, as noted earlier in this opinion , Section II of the FTC Act
expressly provides that the FTC Act is not to be construed to alter or
(27Jmodify the Clayton Act or any other antitrust act. 12 Further , if
Congress had intended to confer such a special dispensation, it
logically would have exempted not-for-profit entities from the assets
acquisition provision as it did for not-for-profit entities originally
covered by the Robinson-Patman Act provisions of the Clayton Act. 
The Supreme Court subsequently has applied this "canon of

construction" in the context of nonprofit hospitals. In its Abbott
Laboratories decision 44 the Court examined Section 2c of the

Clayton Act , 15 C. C. 13c , and decided that the exemption added to
the Robinson-Patman Act for nonprofit hospitals was "to be construed
strictly. "" The Court analyzed the legislative history of this statutory
exemption and determined: 

The Congress surely did not intend to give the hospital a blank check. Had it so
intended , it would not have qualified purchases by nonprofit institutions in the way it
did in 9 13c. (28)See H.R.Rep. Ko. 1983 . 90th Cong. , 2d Sess. . 78. 79 (1968). We are
concerned , after aU , with an exemption from an antitrust statute, and the accepted

genera) principles (that antitrust exemptions are to be construed strictlyJ, do have
application even in the nonprofit hospital context.

Thus, the Court subjected nonprofit hospitals to possible treble
damage liability under the Robinson-Patman Act in certain situations
despite the statutory exemption for nonprofit hospitals. 47

,2 See Slipla 
Cit pages 

13 Our:r.
goral argument. resDor.dc:Jtscontcnced that since not- fol'- profit corporations do not issue stock , the

implication is tha:. such corporations are exempt I" urn Section 7 of tie Clayton Au

., 

See TOA a!, :) 1. We ole
that t e antitrust laws are s' ricliy construed ami we disfavQi' tr.eiI' implied I'epea:. No :anguage :r. Section i of
the ClaytoTi Act states tr. at not- for-profi: corporations are exelT.p: frOIl fIC slTutiny, Moreover , the qLiestior:

0: whether Section 7 of the Clayton Act :imited coverage OJj: o rI'rporat:or.s makes TlO riifference si!1re ItJe

Jurisciictior.al :anguagc in Section 1 of the Act was expanced : 1980 to reach acq'.i:sitior.s done by any person
We also note thaI l' bpondents contend Ir.at one Ji st exawine the CI;iyto:1 "TIC FTC Acts i pG.n Ila/ala II'

determine the IT,ear-ing of c' ach of L e Acts. Tr.e FTC: Act s:rirtly defines a not- fol' profit corporation under
SecLo' 0: be Act, It would be aNH!1alo;Js indeed if Congl'css , which srowed :t co' :d specifically delineate
definitions :01' a not- for- prof:t corporation uncier Sec:ion 4 oftr.e FTC Ac: , sudcienly meant to exclude a not-
for- pl"fit corponlt.on from covemge ' .imier be Clay:o:l Act , enacted w:thi;1 a mantr. of the FTC Act. witnou:
explicitly saying so

AMoli Laoomiol"es v, Portlalld Helm, Di' llgglsl., As.

, '

. 421) C.S. 1. 12 (1976)
4" Sre 1,25 S, 2.t 1 J Section 2c of :(:f' C:iiytl)n Act . " Oils!:, disCI1SSCci 5111'''0 at pJge 5

425 U. S, at 13
47 For o':r. er SL;preme COUlt ciecisions er;,phasizir.g :r.a: exem;Jtions :'rom the a!1i' rust laws are to be

nanowly co;, strueci see , e, g" l.hnon Lullo)' Lifi: ills, CO Pi)"e;lO 1,58 S 119 , 126 (1982): Group J. Jje 

Heoith hi,,- Co RO!Jr.i n, ur; Co 440 U.S, 205 , 231 (1979); Fericml Hr.! '/I/me C(JlII/I n "- Sear"a'il. U1Ir.
inc . 1,11 c.S. nr" 7., (1973): L'i'ilrri SiMes McKes.,oi;'\ Robbl'IS Inf_ 351 U, S, 30.

, ,

16 (19fi6).
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2. The University Health, Rockford and Carilion Decisions

In the decades after the Philadelphia National Bank decision
three federal courts have considered the issue of whether not-for-
profit hospitals making assets acquisitions may be subjected to a
government antitrust prosecution under the Clayton Act. We discuss
these three cases, and their significance, below.

The most recent case pertaining to assets acquisitions by nonprofit
hospitals is FTC v. University Health, Inc. No. 91-8308 (11th Cir.
May 6 1991). In that case , the FTC sought a preliminary injunction to
prevent the acquisition of St. Joseph Hospital , a nonprofit hospital , by
University Health , Inc. , a nonprofit corporation that owns University
Hospital , another nonprofit hospital in the Augusta , Georgia area.
While the district court denied the request for a preliminary injunction
it also denied defendants ' motion to dismiss on the nonprofit issue.

The Commission appealed the adverse decision on the preliminary
injunction to the Eleventh Circuit. The appellate court issued an order
reversing the district court' s denial of the preliminary injunction.
While the Eleventh Circuit' s terse order contains no discussion of
jurisdiction (the parties at this time are awaiting an opinion), that
issue was briefed by both parties and the court necessarily had to find
that assets acquisitions by nonprofit hospitals are covered by Section 7
in order for it to reach its decision on the merits of the preliminary
injunction. (29)

The next most recent case , which also contains a thorough analysis
of the issues presented here , is United States v. Rockford Memorial
Corp. 898 F. 2d 1278 (7th Cir.

), 

cert. denied III S. Ct. 295 (1990).

The Rockford case involved a suit by the Antitrust Division of the

Department of Justice to enjoin a proposed consolidation of two
nonprofit hospitals. The complaint alleged that the proposed consoli-

dation would violate both Section 7 of the Clayton Act and Section I
of the Sherman Act. The district court held that the merger violated
Section 7 and issued an injunction without reaching the Section 1

issue. The defendants appealed , raising the argument that the
consolidation of two nonprofit hospitals was not encompassed by
Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

In defense of the appeal , the Justice Department argued that the
consolidation was covered by the stock acquisition clause of Section 7.
The Justice Department did not argue that the consolidation was
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covered by the assets acquisition clause of Section 7. 48 The Seventh

Circuit agreed with the defendants that the stock acquisition clause
did not apply because nonprofit corporations were forbidden by Ilinois
law to have stock or share capital and because the court was unwilling
to extend the broad reading of the stock acquisition clause that was
used by the Supreme Court in Philadelphia National Bank. See 898

2d at 1280 , 1281.

Judge Posner, writing for the court , evaluated the assets acquisition
clause argument. Because his analysis represents the most compre-
hensive discussion by any court to date of the applicability of this

clause to not- for-profit corporations (30)generally (and not-far-profit
hospitals in particular), we set it out in full: 49

(Defendants ) second argument (that Section 4 of the FTC Act limits the scope of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act), in assuming that the reference in Section 7 to
person(sJ subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission " is to the

Federal Trade Commission Act , overlooks the possibility that the reference is actual!y
to the provision in the Clayton Act itself concerning the jurisdiction of the FTC-
namely Section 11 , 15 D. C. 21. Section 11 vests authority to enforce the
prohibitions of the CJa:y1.on Act in five agencies. These are the Interstate Commerce
Commission , with respect to the common carriers regulated by that Commission; the
Federal Communications Commission , with respect to the common carriers regulated
by it; ditto for the Civil Aeronautics Board (now defunct); the Federal Reserve Board
for banks; and , for everyone else , the FTC: "Authority to enforce compliance with
Sections 2 , 3 , 7 , and 8 of this Act by the persons respectively subject thereto is hereby
vested in . . . the Federal Trade Commissior. where applicable to all other charaeter of
commerce. " Section 11 goes on La prescribe the procedure to be followed by these
commissions and boards that have been given jurisdiction to enforce the Act. The
procedure is self-contained and does not depend on particular provisions in the
agencies ' organic statutes , so that when in 1950 Congress amended Section 7 to
broaden its reach , it amended Section 11 as wel!. We believe that the force of the
assets-acquisition provision in Section 7 is , therefore , merely to exempt mergers in the
regulated industries enumerated in Section 11. Areeda & Turner, Antitrust Law

906 , at p. 797 n. 2 (1989 Supp. ). Those industries do not include the hospital

industry. The Clayton Act evinces a purpose of limIting -rhe Federal Trade
Commission s jurisdiction vis-a-vis that of other federal agencies charged with

-\8 Indeed , as responrients po:r. t out in the:I' brief in this case . t e ,Just:ce Departmen:' s lawyers in R(Jr rorri
concer!ed that the FTC has no Sect:on 7 jJrisdictior. OVfl assf's acquisitions by not- fol' profit corporations
Dt'cause " the FTC has no :urisd:ction over profit COI' pol' at;ons undel' Sectior. 5 of t:l€ ' FTCl Act. See RAE
at 3, (cit:ng Memorandum of the l.niteri States in SUPP01't of its /I'lotion fOI' a Pre:in:inary Inj' Jnction at ,
Un1ted States/', Rodford iv!emon ai COI' 717 1'. Supp. 1251 (N, D, II 1989)). This admiss:on by the Justice
Department does not b: d the FTC. We are r.ot Vivy to he trial s';ra egy consicered am hosen by the Justice

Department's :awycrs, We no e that merely aCl'aliSC JJsti c DCD rt:;e .t may have conceded this point
before trial does ot mean tr. d.C ,,: tcr :J:: brieLng "nt Clrglln:cnt ar, CldJlidi ati\'e body woule: not dccicc
othenv:sc. To the con; rary, the fJl"ccisc i:;suc i:; iOW lw:ng l'or,:;:dere(j contested lilig tion with 1\;:1 or:cl'ng
oythcpartics.

hi, at 1280-
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Section I of the Sherman Act and determined that it posed a restraint
of trade within the meaning of the statute. The appellate court
affirmed the decision of the district court to enjoin the merger,

The last case , but earliest decided in this series , is United States v.
Carilion Health System 707 F, Supp, 840 (W, D. Va.

), 

afjd mem.

892 F, 2d 1042 (4th Cir. 1989) (per curiam), In the Carilion case , like
the later Rockford case , the Antitrust Division of the Department of
Justice brought an antitrust action to prevent the merger of two
nonprofit hospitals- this time in Roanoke , Virginia, The government
claimed that defendants ' planned affiliation would violate Section 1 of
the Sherman Act, 15 U. C. 1 , and Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

In an unpublished memorandum opinion referred to in its later
published memorandum opinion, the district court dismissed the
government' s Clayton Act claim. See id, at 841 n, l (citing the district
court' s Memorandum Opinion on Defendants ' Xlotion to Dismiss dated
Sept. 30 , 1988). The district court found that the stock acquisition

clause of Section 7 did not apply to defendants because as non-stock
not-for-profit corporations no stock was involved in their transaction.
The court further ruled that the assets acquisition clause of Section 7

did not apply to defendants because the FTC Act did not confer

jurisdiction over nonprofit entities. 55 The case proceeded to trial on
the Sherman (33) Act claim and the district court found that the
merger would not constitute an unreasonable restraint of trade under
that Act.

The government appealed the adverse decision to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. The appellate court issued a
per curiam decision designated " not for publication " which affirmed

the district court' s Sherman Act findings as not "clearly erroneous.
United States v. Carilion Health System 1989- 2 Trade Cas. (CCH)

859 (4th Cir. Nov. 29 , 1989) (per curiam). The Fourth Circuit
declined to address the Clayton Act jurisdictional issue, stating:

Because we see no need for further proceedings in the district court
55 

See id. The ur.published memor,mdUIT. opin:on of Septerr. ber 30 , 1988 , of whic: we lake judicia: notite
docs not shed mud: ligbt on :he reasoning the district court cmpioJ'ed o reach the conciusion that the
reference in Section 7 to " thejurisr.:rtion d the FedenJI Trade Commission " refers to the vrc Ac rather t:
to Section 11 of the C:ayton Ad. On pOig-e 4 of that op:nion , be court wrote " tJ: e FTC lacKs Jurisdiction over
':r. e defer.dar. ts because oftheir nonprofit :;tOituS. 15 U. SC, 14 (1982;. " After disC'Jssing why the acc;uisition in
question was no covered by the s ock aCGui:;:tiun ciause 0: SecLor. 7 , the district court stated: " Sectiun 7'
(asset" accuis:tionJ c:ause doe" tlOt app,y to the tran:;;;c 'jon eithe!" ec,luse defendants arc not subject to the

fC's jurisdiction. " The COlJ!1S opinion uue:; I:ot !"eveal whether it cotlsiderec and rejected the argument ':ha':
Section 11 might provide an independent. L!Clsi:; for the FTC's )'Jrisdic\ion over :I e tlOnprofit hospita: asse
acqu:sitior.. See Umlfd Stotes 

". 

Co)"hun Health S!l ?'o 88- 0219- , s::p op, at 4 , 6 (W D. Va, Sept, 30

19RR) (r.Jemoranr:ufr. op:n:o . gra ting ddendan ' r.otiun ' 0 dism:ss ao \0 Sector. 7 c- :he Clayton Ac:t)
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we have no occasion to consider whether 7 of the Clayton Act would
apply to this merger. Id. at 62 516.

In assessing the contrasting analyses employed by the Carilion and
Rockford courts on the assets acquisition issue , we find the Rockford
decision more persuasive for three reasons. First , it is not apparent
from the district court decision in Carilion that the court even

considered the possibility that Section 11 of the Clayton Act might
provide an independent basis for the FTC' s jurisdiction to enforce

Section 7. It is evident , however, from the Seventh Circuit' s decision
in Rockford that the appellate court analyzed this possibility as well as
the argument accepted by the Carilion court that Section 7 of the

Clayton Act refers to Section 4 of the FTC Act.
Second , on appeal , the Fourth Circuit declined to consider whether

Section 7 of the Clayton Act would apply to the merger at issue in the
Carilion case. Accordingly, even though the Rockford court' s analysis
of the assets acquisition issue is dictum, we find Judge Posner

thoughtful explication more persuasive than the conclusory findings of

the district court in Carilion. Third, the Seventh Circuit had the
benefit of the Carilion district court's decision (in addition to two
briefs on r34) the assets acquisition issue). As such , the question of
jurisdiction over acquisitions by nonprofit entities received the fullest
airing to date in the Seventh Circuit forum.

IV. WHETHER THIS ACQUISITION WAS "TANTAMOUNT

IN ITS EFFECTS TO A MERGER

We have concluded that Section 7 of the Clayton Act covers assets
acquisitions by nonprofit entities, even if we accept respondents
assertion that the Commission could not challenge the acquisition here
if it were considered solely under the FTC Act. 56 Thus , we need not
and do not address the second issue raised on appeal from the ALJ'
initial decision of whether this acquisition was tantamount in its
effects to a merger.

V. CONCLl:SION

Upon a full review of the existing record , the initial decision and the
arguments presented by complaint counsel and respondents , we have
concluded that Section 7 of the Clayton Act reaches assets acquisi-
tions by nonprofit hospitals. In our view , the plain language of the

56 We reiterate tf.at the issue of the FTC':; J'Jrisdictiorl under the FlC Ac: :5 not liD issue j;J this ca e "-!Hi I'if'

intimate no v:f'ws :n : a': regard.
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Clayton Act compels that result. This conclusion is well buttressed by
relevant legislative histories and case law, Further, unlike the
situation that exists for the other four specified regulatory agencies
denominated in Section 11 of the Clayton Act, assets acquisitions by
not- for-profit corporations would be exempt from scrutiny by anyone
under Section 7 of the Clayton Act if we adopted respondents

contentions to hold that nonprofit entities are not subject to the FTC'
Clayton Act jurisdiction, Without divining any congressional intent to
create such a chasm in antitrust enforcement, and for the other

reasons set forth above , we think such a result was not intended by
Congress in enacting and amending the Clayton Act.

For the reasons discussed above , we hereby reverse the Administra-
tive Law Judge s initial decision and remand for further proceedings
consistent with this opinion.

SEPARATE STATEMEKT OF CHAIRMAN JAKET D, STEIGER

I join in Commissioner Strenio s opinion, I am writing separately
only to note that on July 26 , 1991 , after Commissioner Strenio

departed from office, the United States Court of Appeals for the

Eleventh Circuit issued its opinion in FTC v. University Health, Inc"
No. 91-8308 (11th Cir. July 26 1991). The Court held inter alia that
Section 7 of the Clayton Act reaches assets acquisitions by non-profit
entities, The Court' s May 6 , 1991 , order in that case is discussed at
page 28 of the Commission s decision,


